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I Summary
Miniaturized electrical biosensors have become a promising tool for monitoring and
analyzing biologically relevant substances by converting a biological signal into an electric
current. Despite great progress in the analysis of macromolecules, the detection of small
molecules that are of particular interest for medical and environmental analytics still remains
a challenge. Here, the functional connection of a sensing element to an electrical switch is a
bottleneck in biosensor design. Bacterial substrate binding proteins (SBPs) and ligand gated
ion channels (LGICs) evolved over billions of years to recognize a variety of biologically
relevant molecules with high selectivity and sensitivity. While SBPs are involved in the
uptake of substances across bacterial cell membranes, LGICs mediate neuronal excitation in
the central nervous system of vertebrates. The ancient binding modules of these two protein
families share a conserved clamshell-like structure and entrap the ligand in their inter-lobe
cleft by inducing a large conformational transition between the open- and closed- cleft states
in a venus flytrap-like mechanism. In this work, i) the underlying mechanisms of ligand
recognition and functional adaptability of LGICs and SBPs are investigated and exploited to
ii) couple SBPs as sensor domains to biological and solid-state nanopores to build new types
of electrical biosensors for the specific detection of biologically relevant small molecules.
Despite their intrinsic capability to convert a chemical signal into an electrical signal, LGICs
are only now gradually being used for biosensor design since core aspects in the mechanistic
understanding of ligand recognition, modulation and activation in different receptor
subtypes are poorly understood. Here we investigated the structural impact and
mechanism(s) of full and partial agonism in glycine receptors (GlyRs) in its native lipid
environment and the modulatory role of the amino terminal domain (NTD) in GluN1/GluN3
NMDA receptor auto-inhibition after glycine binding to the low affinity GluN1 subunit. We
show that the full agonist glycine and the partial agonist taurine induce different
conformational transitions of the α1 GlyR. In addition, we show that the expression system
dependent variability of agonist affinity in HEK293 cells and Xenopus oocytes is not
mediated by an altered conformational change. Furthermore, we report that the GluN3A
NTD has a major role in GluN1/GluN3A receptor regulation by reducing the efficacy of
glycine-depended receptor activation by agonist-evoked auto-inhibition. This effect is
possibly mediated by the subunit interface and the NTD-LBD linkers of the GluN3A NTD.
These insights into the conformational changes and structural adaptability have been further
exploited to use bacterial SBPs and SBDs from LGICs as a molecule detector when connected
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to an electrical switch by coupling the ectoine binding protein EhuB to the channel pore of
the ionotropic glutamate receptor GluR0 to design receptor-based biosensor and by coupling
the phosphonate binding protein PhnD inside a single track-etched solid-state nanopore that
combines the high affinity and selectivity of SBPs with the robustness of artificial nanopores.
These new classes of electrical biosensors are characterized by a high ligand-affinity and
specificity with concentration-dependent changes in the (nanopore) current after Ligand
binding.
The results in this work provide an excellent foundation for the use of SBPs and LGICs as
sensor domains to developme new classes of electric biosensors with high specificity and
affinity for detection of biologically relevant small molecules. Moreover, our approaches and
insights into ligand recognition and modulation enhance the repertoire of biophysical
methods and may deepen the understanding of the functions of LGICs at the molecular,
synaptic and systemic level.
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II Zusammenfassung
Miniaturisierte elektrische Biosensoren sind zu einem vielversprechenden Werkzeug für die
Überwachung und Analyse biologisch relevanter Substanzen geworden, indem sie ein
biologisches Signal in einen elektrischen Strom konvertieren. Trotz großer Fortschritte bei
der

Analyse

von

Makromolekülen

bleibt

die

Detektion

von

niedermolekularen

Verbindungen, die für die Medizin- und Umweltanalytik von besonderem Interesse sind,
eine Herausforderung. Die funktionelle Kopplung eines Sensorelements an einen
elektrischen Schalter ist hierbei ein Knackpunkt im Biosensoren-Design. Bakterielle
Substratbindeproteine (SBP) und Liganden-gesteuerte Ionenkanäle (LGICs) haben sich über
Milliarden von Jahren entwickelt, um eine Vielzahl biologisch relevanter Moleküle mit hoher
Selektivität und Sensitivität zu erkennen. Während SBP am Transport von Substanzen durch
bakterielle Zellmembranen beteiligt sind, vermitteln LGICs die neuronale Erregung im
zentralen Nervensystem von Wirbeltieren. Die archaischen Bindungsmodule beider
Proteinfamilien teilen eine konservierte muschelartige Struktur; der Ligand wird zwischen
den zwei Subdomänen gebunden und löst einen großen Konformationsübergang zwischen
dem

offenen

und

geschlossenen

Zustand

in

einem

Venusfliegenfallen-ähnlichen

Mechanismus aus. In dieser Arbeit werden i) die zugrundeliegenden Mechanismen der
Ligandenerkennung und die funktionelle Anpassungsfähigkeit von LGICs und SBPs
untersucht und ausgenutzt um ii) SBP an biologische und artifizielle Nanoporen zu koppeln
mit dem Ziel neuartige elektrische Biosensoren für den spezifischen Nachweis von
biologisch relevanten Substanzen zu entwickeln.
Trotz ihrer intrinsischen Fähigkeit ein chemisches Signal in ein elektrisches Signal
umzuwandeln, werden LGICs erst allmählich für das Design von Biosensoren genutzt, da
Schlüsselaspekte im mechanistischen Verständnis der Ligandenbindung, -modulation und
Rezeptoraktivierung in verschiedenen Rezeptorsubtypen unzureichend verstanden sind. In
dieser Arbeit untersuchten wir die strukturellen Auswirkungen und die zugrundeliegenden
Aktivierungsmechanismen von vollen und partiellen Agonisten in Glycinrezeptoren (GlyRs)
in ihrer nativen Lipidumgebung, sowie die Funktion der aminoterminalen Domäne (NTD) in
der GluN1/GluN3 NMDA-Rezeptor Autoinhibition nach Glycinbindung an die GluN1Untereinheit. Wir können zeigen, dass der volle Agonist Glycin und der partielle Agonist
Taurin unterschiedliche Konformationsübergänge im α1 GlyR induzieren. Darüber hinaus
legen wir dar, dass die vom Expressionssystem abhängige Variabilität der Agonistenaffinität
in

HEK293-Zellen

Zusammenfassung

und

Xenopus

Oozyten

nicht

durch

eine

veränderte
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Konformationsänderung vermittelt wird. Des Weiteren zeigen wir, dass die GluN3A-NTD
eine wichtige Rolle in der Regulation von GluN1/GluN3A NMDA-Rezeptor Subtypen spielt,
indem sie die Wirksamkeit der Glycin-abhängigen Rezeptoraktivierung durch Agonistenausgelöste Autoinhibition reduziert. Dieser Effekt wird möglicherweise durch das SubunitInterface und den NTD-LBD-Linker der GluN3A-NTD vermittelt.
Die vertieften Erkenntnisse über die Konformationsänderungen und die strukturelle
Anpassungsfähigkeit dieser Bindedomänen wurden weiter genutzt, um bakterielle SBP und
LGIC SBD in Kombination mit einem elektrischen Schalter als Moleküldetektor zu
verwenden. Hierfür wurde das Ectoin-Bindeprotein EhuB an die Kanalpore des ionotropen
Glutamatrezeptors GluR0 gekoppelt, um einen rezeptorbasierten Biosensor zu konstruieren,
sowie das Phosphonatbindeprotein PhnD innerhalb von einzelnen Festkörper-Nanoporen
gekoppelt, mit dem Ziel die hohe Affinität und Selektivität von SBPs mit der Robustheit von
künstlichen Nanoporen zu kombinieren. Diese neuen Biosensor-Klassen zeichnen sich durch
eine hohe Ligandenaffinität und Spezifität, als auch durch eine konzentrationsabhängige
Änderung des (Nanoporen-)Stroms nach Ligandenbindung aus.
Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit bieten eine profunde Grundlage um SBP und LGIC als
Sensordomänen für die Entwicklung neuartiger elektrischer Biosensoren mit hoher Spezifität
und Affinität für den Nachweis biologisch relevanter Moleküle zu nutzen. Darüber hinaus
erweitern die hier gezeigten Ansätze und Erkenntnisse zur Ligandenerkennung und Rezeptormodulation

das

Repertoire

biophysikalischer

Methoden

und

könnte

das

Verständnis der Funktionen von LGIC auf molekularer, synaptischer und systemischer
Ebene vertiefen.

Zusammenfassung
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1. Introduction
The specific recognition of ligands by specialized proteins is a key feature for various
biological functions in all domains of life and is associated with signal transduction,
substrate transport and gene regulation. A common representative of ancient binding
modules are clamshell-like domains that can be found in prokaryotes as well as metazoan
organisms. These binding domains simply function by entrapping the ligand in their interlobe cleft, inducing a large conformational transitions between the open- and closed- states1–3.
Two examples of these specialized protein domains are substrate binding proteins (SBPs)
and ligand gated ion channels (LGICs). Bacterial SBPs are mainly involved in the uptake and
transport of substances across the cell membrane whereas LGICs are involved in neuronal
excitation by converting a chemical signal into an electrical signal. Here, the extracellular
binding domains of LGICs are responsible for ligand recognition. Both protein families
evolved over billions of years to recognize biologically relevant molecules with a high
selectivity and sensitivity. Therefore, due to their binding characteristics, the ligand induced
conformational change and high structural adaptability, SBPs and substrate binding domains
(SBDs) of LGICs could be exploited in the design of new membrane receptors and sensor
domains for the development of biosensors for medical diagnostic and environmental
analysis4.

1.1. Nanopores and Electrical Biosensors
Cells contain a wide range of different types of nanopores, which control the passive or
active transport of ions and molecules across the cell membranes. Some nanopores such as
ion channels and receptors are highly selective pores and are gated by various external
stimuli and ligands5, whereas other nanopores like β-barrel pore forming toxins promote the
unselective transport of ions and small molecules6. In the last decade, several nanopore
systems that mimic the characteristics of ion channels have emerged as powerful tools for the
label-free analysis of biological relevant molecules and physicochemical conditions.
Depending on the used material and approach, nanopores can range between a few
nanometres to several micrometres in diameter7–9. In principle, the signal is given by the ion
flux through individual nanopores under an externally applied voltage and molecules can be
detected by the current change through the nanopore when they enter or interact with the
pore surface

9,10

. Previous work focused on the detection of single-(macro)molecules11–14,

DNA sequencing15, recognition of physicochemical stimuli like changes in pH, temperature
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and light16–18, as well as the investigation of chemical reaction mechanisms19. A key step in
the design and miniaturization is thereby the conversion of a biological signal into an
electrical current. Nevertheless, beside the stunning progress in this field, the development
and coupling of specific molecule detectors to an electric switch is still a major challenge.
Nanopores can be fabricated in different materials and are further divided into (i) artificial
solid-state nanopores, (ii) biological nanopores and (iii) hybrid-nanopores that combine
solid-state nanopores with biological units. Solid-state nanopores can be fabricated in
different insulating materials such as polymers (PET, PC, PI), graphene, glass (borosilicate or
quartz) and other silicon-based materials (SiN, SiO2). They have the advantage of high
stability, a variable and readily controllable pore size and material thickness, as well as the
possibility to chemically modify their surface properties. In addition, solid-state nanopores
can be directly integrated into miniaturized electronic devices and arrays8,20. So far, various
routes are described in the fabrication of pores with nanometre dimensions. In the etching
method, the pore is simply etched into the insulating layer, as for instance in glass slides21.
The more advanced track-etching technique uses multiple or a single high-energy heavy
metal ion to create a defect path by shooting the accelerated ions through the insulating
polymer layer. This latent track is further used to guide the etching-process preferentially
along the damaged pathway. The size and shape of the nanopores can be adjusted by the
etching time, temperature and solution concentration. This allows the fabrication of
symmetrical cylindrical-shaped or asymmetrical conical-shaped pores with diameters down
to 2 nm. Importantly, the pore formation can be monitored through the ion current across the
membrane during the etching process22–24. Further techniques like the ion-beam sculpting
technique use a focused ion-beam to mill single nanometre sized pores into the insulating
membrane7. However, unmodified solid-state nanopores lack the selectivity of proteins and
protein domains and are unresponsiveness against stimuli. Further, the reproducible
fabrication of artificial pores is still a challenge. In contrast, biological nanopores can be
reproducibly manufactured and engineered with atomic level precision. Porins, such as αhaemolysin or ClyA, are the most frequently used biological nanopores in single molecule
analysis and have been used for single molecule detection and DNA-sequencing11,15. They
assemble as multimers forming barrel-like pore structure with pore-sizes ranging between 1
– 2 nm9. Other biological nanopores and biosensors use ion channels and receptors for small
molecule and light detection by coupling sensor domains to ion channels or manipulating
the ligand binding domain14,25–27. Nevertheless, biological nanopores exhibit a number of
disadvantages such as a fixed size and have limited stability in response to changes in
Introduction
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external parameters like pH, temperature, salt concentration, and mechanical stress. Further,
most biological nanopores or sensors are membrane proteins that must be embedded into a
lipid bilayer. The combination of proteins and protein domains as sensor element to solidstate nanopores, so called hybrid nanopore systems, combine the advantages of both systems
and are widely used for the sensing of large macromolecules such as antibodies, toxins and
other proteins13,28,29.

1.2. Substrate Binding Proteins and Substrate Binding Domains
Substrate binding proteins (SBPs) and substrate binding domains (SBDs) represent a widely
distributed protein superfamily in pro- and eukaryotes that are characterized by a common
globular clamshell-like structure1,3,30. In Prokaryotes, they are primarily part of ABC
transporters and facilitate the uptake of various substances, including amino acids,
saccharides, ions and a variety of organic compounds30–32. SBDs are also associated with
other membrane protein complexes (Fig. 1) and are part of prokaryotic secondary tripartite
ATP-independent periplasmic transporters (TRAP transporters)33, tripartite tricarboxylate
transporters (TTT)34 as well as two-component systems that are involved in signal
transduction35. Furthermore, SBDs serve as the extracellular ligand binding domain in
eukaryotic ionotropic (ion channel-containing) and metabotropic (G protein-coupled)
glutamate receptors1,36,37. In addition, SBDs are part of prokaryotic gene regulators38.
Although SBPs and SBDs often display a low sequence identity <20%, their three-

Figure 1. Overview of pro- and eukaryotic SBPs and SBDs associated with membrane proteins. ABC
and ABC*: bacterial ABC importer; TRAP: secondary tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic
transports; TTT: tripartite tricarboxylate transporters; LGI: ligand gated ion channels with the
cytoplasmatic ATD (withe) and LBD (grey); NPR: Natriuretic peptide receptors; GPCR: G-protein
coupled receptors include metabotropic glutamate receptors with the cytoplasmatic binding domain;
2c-SK: two-component sensor kinase; TF: transcription factors. SBPs and SBDs are represented in
grey and ligands are indicated with a small circle (different colours). Figure is adapted from
Scheepers et al., 201639.
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dimensional structures are highly conserved. They consist of two lobes (D1 and D2) that are
tethered by a flexible hinge region, with the ligand-binding site buried between the two
subdomains. Based on the topology of the central β-sheets, SBPs can be divided into two
classes (Fig. 2a) with a sheet topology of β2β1β3β4β5 for class I SBPs and for β2β1β3βnβ4 class II
SBPs40. Recent classifications based on more general three-dimensional features subdivide
SBPs and SBDs into seven clusters3,39. Despite their diverse biological functions and the
variety of recognized ligands, these ancient protein modules share the same mode of ligand
binding. SBPs and SBDs can adopt two major conformations: an open unliganded and a
closed ligand-bound conformation (Fig. 2b). In the absence of a ligand the two lobes are
separated from each other (open clamshell) and can flexibly rotate around the hinge. Ligand
binding takes place in the inter-lobal cleft and stabilizes the closed conformation, thus
induces a large conformational transition around the hinge by rotating the D1 and D2 lobes
towards each other41–43. Structural analysis revealed that the closing-angle upon ligand
binding differs dramatically among SBPs, varying from small domain closures of 35°44 to big
transitions up to 70°45. This process of clamshell closure is termed the ‘Venus Fly-trap’
mechanism1.

Figure 2. Structure and binding mechanism of SBPs and SBDs. a Structural classification according
to Fukami-Kobayashi et al., 1999. Class I SBPs (left, PDB ID 2liv) are characterized by a β-sheet
topology of β2β1β3β4β5. Class III SBPs (right, PDB ID 2lao) are characterized by a β-sheet topology of
β2β1β3βnβ4. b Schematic binding mechanism of SBPs, displaying the open, ligand-free (green; PDB
3S4U) and closed, ligand-bound conformation (blue; PDB 3P7I). Ligand (red) binding takes place
between the interface of the two lobed subdomains and induces a large conformational change by
rotating the lower domain towards the upper domain. Figure b is adapted from Bernhard et al.,
202010.
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1.3. Ligand-Gated Ion Channels
Ligand-gated ion channels (LGICs) are present in all metazoans46,47 and homologues can be
found in plants48 and bacteria49,50. In vertebrates, they mediate fast excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic neurotransmission in the central nervous system and are crucial for brain function,
sensation and locomotion51,52. Dysfunctions within LGICs are further associated with
neuronal diseases51,53, rendering them an important target for therapeutics54. Based on their
structural characteristics, LGICs can be subdivided into three major classes: ionotropic
glutamate receptors (iGluRs), Cys-loop receptors (CLRs) and ATP-binding receptors and
acid-sensing receptors (P2XRs). Despite their structural, functional and pharmacological
differences, all LGICs are composed of an extracellular ligand-binding domain that is
coupled to a transmembrane spanning ion channel. They control the ion flux through the
plasma membrane by converting a chemical signal into an electrical signal upon the binding
of a wide range of ligands (neurotransmitters), connecting neurotransmitter signalling or
exogenous stimuli to cell excitation47. The binding to the orthostatic binding site is always
associated with a conformational change that subsequently results in channel gating. The
following subchapters will mainly focus on the structure and activation mechanism of
AMPA-, NMDA- and glycine receptors that are further used in this work.

1.4. Structure and Activation of Ionotropic Glutamate Receptors
IGluRs mediate the majority of excitatory neurotransmission in the central nervous system
and are associated in all aspects of neuronal development and function, behaviour and
cognition51. The iGluR family includes four major subtypes with several subunits: AMPA(GluA1-4), kainite- (GluK1-5), NMDA- (GluN1, GluN2A-D and GluN3A-B) and δ-receptors
(GluD1-2). As their name indicates, all iGluRs are activated by the neurotransmitter
glutamate, with the exception of NMDA receptors, which require the simultaneous binding
of glutamate and glycine for activation. In addition, NMDA receptors composed of GluN1
and GluN3 subunits are activated by glycine alone. Whereas AMPA- and kainite receptors
assemble as homo- and heterotetramers, NMDA receptors function as an assembly of two
GluN1 with either two GluN2 or GluN3 or one GluN2 and GluN3 subunit. Despite their
diverse pharmacological properties, kinetics and physiological functions, all iGluRs share a
common modular architecture (Fig. 3a) and are composed of four domains55–57. (i) The aminoterminal domain (ATD) plays a fundamental role in subtype specific receptor assembly,
trafficking58,59 and is associated in allosteric modulation in NMDA receptors60,61. Further, the
Introduction
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ATD displays a typical clamshell-like structure that is homologous to bacterial class I SBPs3.
(ii) The LBD is responsible for agonist and antagonist recognition. Each LBD has a typical
clamshell-like bi-lobed structure and is comprised of two polypeptide stretches (D1/S1 and
D2/S2), which are connected by three linkers (S1-M1, M3-S2 and S2-M4) to the
transmembrane domain36,55. Further, based on their primary sequence and general topology,
iGluR LBDs are homologous to bacterial class II SBPs1,62. (iii) The TMD of each subunit is
composed of three transmembrane helices (M1, M3, M4) and a central pore loop (M2),
forming the ion channel. (iv) The intracellular C-terminal domain (CTD) is involved in
synaptic localization, trafficking and receptor modulation63. Based on their common modular
design, sequence and topological similarities, it is thought that simple iGluRs, such as GluR0,
arose from the fusion of SBP and potassium channels49,64–66. The general structure of
tetrameric iGluRs has a characteristic Y-shape with a unique four-fold rational symmetry in
the TMD layer and a two-fold rational symmetry in the extracellular domains (Fig. 3b). The
individual ATDs and LBDs form two pairs of dimers each and swap between the ATD (AB
and CD) and LBD dimers (AD and BC) in a back-to-back arrangement55.
The term gating in iGluRs refers to a series of conformational changes upon ligand binding
to open or close the channel pore and affect the adopted functional states. IGluR gating
comprises receptor activation, desensitization and deactivation and can be described by a
simple kinetic model that includes a closed unliganded state, a pre-activated liganded state,
an open, ligand-bound state and a desensitized ligand-bound state (Fig. 4). In the absence of
a ligand, the receptor lingers in a resting, nonconductive state with an open unliganded LBD
and a closed channel pore. Ligand binding to the LBD induces the closure of the clamshell,
entrapping the ligand between the D1 and D2 domain, placing the receptor in a pre-activated
state with a closed channel pore. The pre-activated state is a turning point at which the
receptor can either convert to the open state or adopt a ligand-bound but non-conducting
state (desensitized). Since the transition between the pre-activated and the open state is much
faster than the transition between pre-activated and desensitized state, most of the receptors
are activated after ligand binding. However, the general equilibrium of the agonist-bound
conformations lies strongly on the desensitized state that the majority of the receptors
undergo desensitization after activation63,67. For receptor activation, the formation and
maintenance of the back-to-back dimer arrangement by the D1-D1 interface is crucial to
transduce the conformational change of the LBD after ligand binding towards the ion
channel. The adherence of two adjacent LBDs allows the separation of the D2 lobes from
each other. This energy can be further transferred by the linkers towards the TMD to open
Introduction
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Figure 3. General structure and subunit arrangement of iGluRs. a Topology of an individual iGluR
subunit (right), composed of an extracellular ATD, an extracellular LBD and the transmembrane
spanning TMD. Crystal structure of the GluA2 receptor (3kg2) in a closed state. The individual
subunits are (A-D) are coloured differently. b Subunit arrangement of the ATD-, LBD- and TMDlayers. The ATD-, and LBD-layer showing a local 2-fold symmetry, whereas the TMD has a local 4fold symmetry. Local dimerization interfaces are indicated with black asterisk, grey ovals indicate
dimer pairs in the ATD and LBD, as well as the ion channel pore in the TMD.

the ion channel for conductance55,68,69. In contrast, the same force that is created by the
separation of the D2 lobes can lead to a rearrangement or rupture of the dimerization
interface. This allows the channel pore to adopt a closed conformation that disengages the
ligand induced clamshell closure of the LBD from channel gating. It is notable that the
receptor cannot be reactivated in the desensitized state and must undergo substantial
rearrangements within the LBD layer to transit into the pre-activated state57,68,70. After the
agonist is removed from the agonist-bound state, the receptor undergoes recovery to adopt
the resting, closed state, where it can be activated again.
In addition, NMDA receptors display several unique features that distinguish them from
AMPA and kainite receptors, including a voltage dependent block by extracellular Mg2+, a
high permeability to Ca2+ and the requirement for binding a co-ligand, glutamate and glycine
(or D-serine) for channel activation51. In contrast to other iGluRs, the ATDs (also called
amino-terminal domain or NTD) of NMDA receptors provide binding sites for allosteric
modulators like Zn2+ or ifenprodil71,72 and are strongly involved in modulating NMDA
receptor function by influencing the agonist potency, open probability and deactivation
time73–75. The ATDs associate in a unique back-to-side heterodimer fashion that are formed
Introduction
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Figure 4. General gating mechanism of iGluRs. iGluRs can adopt four major conformational states:
resting state with a unliganded open LBD and a closed ion channel; pre-activated state (Agonistbond and closed); open state with a ligand bound LBD and an open ion channel; desensitized state
with a ligand bound LBD and a closed channel pore. In the absence of a ligand, the receptor resides
in a resting state, where the LBD clamshell is maximally open and the channel pore is closed. Binding
of a ligand to the LBD induces a closure of the clamshell structure, leading to a transition to the preactivated state, where the ion channel is still closed. Maximal closure of the LBD clamshell leads to
either transferring the force towards the TMD that lead to ion channel opening or a rupture of the D1D1 LBD dimerization interface and a desensitization of the receptor. In the desensitized state, the
receptor has a maximal closed LBD while the channel pore is closed. Black arrows indicate
transitions between the different receptor states and conformational changes within the receptor
domains are indicated with blue arrows. The ion channel gates are indicated with a red line and the
ligand is displayed as a red triangle. Figure is adapted from Twomey et al., 201776.

exclusively by the upper lobes and they display extended intra-subunit interactions between
the ATDs and the upper lobes of the LBDs56,77. Although not much is known about how the
ATD controls receptor function, the underlying mechanism presumably involves allosteric
intra- and inter-subunit interactions between the ATDs and the LBDs that influences the LBD
configurations and thereby impact channel activation. However, the activation mechanism
itself is similar to AMPA and kainite receptors and binding of glutamate and glycine to the
Introduction
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back-to-back arranged LBDs leads to a closure of the LBDs that provides sufficient
conformational strain to initiate channel opening56,71,78,79.

1.5. Structure and Activation of Glycine Receptors
Glycine receptors (GlyRs) belong to the superfamily of pentameric ligand-gated ion channels
and

mediate,

together

with

GABA

receptors,

the

majority

of

fast

inhibitory

neurotransmission in the central nervous system52. They are implicated in several functional
aspects of sensation and locomotion including audition and vision52. Dysfunctions within the
GlyR family are further associated with neuronal diseases like hypereplexia52,80 and forms of
epilepsy81. GlyRs assemble as homopentamers of α-subunits (α1-4) or heteropentamers,
containing both α- and β-subunits82 and are composed of an extracellular, orthosteric ligand
binding site (ECD), a transmembrane spanning ion-channel (TMD) consisting of four α–
helices (M1-4, with M2 lining the channel-pore and forming the upper and lower gate) and
an intracellular domain (ICD) with variable length83 (Fig. 5). However, although iGluRs and
glycine receptors both entrap the ligand in their extracellular ligand bound site, closure of
the binding domains occurs in different ways. The ligand-binding site of GlyRs is formed
between the ECDs of two adjacent subunits by the C loops of the principal subunit and three

Figure 5. Architecture of pentameric GlyRs. a Subunits are composed of a barrel-shaped
extracellular domain (ECD) that bind the ligand, a transmembrane domain (TMD) that form the ion
pore, and an intracellular domain (ICD). b pentameric arrangement of the GlyR. c Ligand binding site
that is located between the C loop (A-C) and β-barrels (D-F) of two adjacent subunits. Figure is
adapted from Burgos et al., 201684.
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β-strands of the complementary subunit83,85. In the Absence of a ligand, the receptor remains
in an apo state, where the channel pore is closed (Fig. 6). Agonist binding closes the C loop
thumb and induces an anticlockwise contraction of the ECD around the central pore axis.
This promotes the receptor transition from the apo state to the closed state, where the ligand
is bound and the channel is closed. This partially activated receptor state is also referred to as
‘flipped’86 or ‘primed’87 state. The rotation within the ECD layer is transmitted towards the
TMD, to open the pore in an iris-like mechanism, where the upper part of TM2 rotates
outward to open the upper channel-gate and subsequently open the channel pore (activestate)83. Thereby, the activation efficiency of the receptor can differ between different ligands.
Agonists with low efficiency are termed partial agonists. Recent findings suggest that partial
agonism arises in the ECD, leading to a shift of the equilibrium towards the pre-activated
state. However, the underlying molecular mechanism is still unclear47,86,88. After activation,
prolonged binding of the agonist induces a further transition of the receptor from the active
state into the desensitized state by closing the lower pore gate83,89.

Figure 6. Schematic gating mechanism of GlyRs. After Ligand binding at the ECD, the receptor
transit from the apo state with a unliganded ECD and a closed channel pore, to the intermediate
closed state with a contracted ECD and a closed channel pore. The ECD further promotes the
transition from the closed state to the ion conducting open state by an outward rotation of the TMD
and a subsequent opening of the upper channel gate (orange Y). Prolonged agonist binding leads to
a closure of the lower channel pore gate (blue polygon) and receptor desensitization. Agonist is
displayed as a red circle and important residues for receptor gating as well as helix M2 are
highlighted. Figure is adapted from Jie Yu et a., 202090.
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1.6. Aims and Outline
In the last decade, miniaturized electrical biosensors have become promising tools for
analysing and monitoring biologically relevant substances8,9. Thereby, the conversion of
biological signals into an electrical current enables real-time, label-free assay systems with a
high signal to noise ratio. Despite great progress in the analysis of macromolecules like DNA
or peptides, the detection of small molecules, that are in particular interest for medical and
environmental analysis, lag behind8. Hereby, the functional connection of a sensing element
to an electrical switch remains a bottleneck in biosensor design. Specialized proteins like
SBPs or LGICs can be considered to function as natural recognition elements, since the
highly specific and affine binding of ligands is associated with a large conformational
transition. Furthermore, LGICs combine the natural ability to directly convert a biological
signal (neurotransmitter) into an electrical signal that is proportional to its ligand
concentration. However, although structural and functional studies provide a detailed view
about the binding and activation mechanism, as well as modulation in some LGIC subtypes,
such as AMPA-, kainite- or acetylcholine-receptors47, the underlying mechanisms in
physiological and therapeutic relevant NMDA- and glycine receptors remain unclear.
In this study, we investigated the potential of ligand-mediated conformational changes in
bacterial SBPs and LGIC binding domains to design new classes of biosensors and receptors
with new binding properties. Therefore, we studied i) the underlying mechanisms of fulland partial agonism in GlyRs and ii) the modulatory role of the NTDs in the auto-inhibition
of GluN1/GluN3 NMDARs after glycine binding to the low-affinity GluN1.
To exploit SBPs and the SBDs of LGICs as natural building blocks in biosensor design, we iii)
investigated the functional compatibility of iGluRs and SBPs by replacing an iGluR LBD with
a structure homologue bacterial SBP, to design an artificial receptor with new binding
properties. Furthermore, we iv) tethered SBPs directly into solid-state nanopores to construct
a sensing system that combine both, the selectivity and sensitivity of biological units with the
robustness of solid-state nanopores.
To address these questions, the thesis is divided into four chapters. Every chapter has been
published in a peer reviewed journal or is available as a preprint.
Chapter I presents a new approach to study the structural impact of full and partial agonists
in GlyRs in their native lipid environment using SMA-copolymer nanodiscs and microscale
thermophoresis. Here, we investigate different conformational transitions upon the binding
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of glycine and taurine. Furthermore, we analyse the conformational impact on the variability
of agonist efficiency observed in HEK293 cells and Xenopus oocytes.
Chapter II presents the examination of the modulatory role of the NTD in glycinergic
GluN1/GluN3 subtype NMDA receptors that are, in contrast to other iGluRs and NMDA
receptors, only activated by glycine. Remarkably, glycine binding to the high affinity GluN3
subunit promotes activation whereas glycine binding to the low affinity GluN1 subunit
inhibits the maximal inducible receptor current. By deleting the NTD of the GluN1 and
GluN3A subunit and crosslinking the NTD inter-subunit interface, the modulatory impact of
the GluN3A NTD in GluN1/GluN3 receptor function is investigated.
Chapter III presents a study to investigate the functional compatibility between SBPs and
iGluRs by replacing the LBD of GluR0 with the bacterial ectoine SBP EhuB. Here, we analyse
basic aspects of the gating mechanism and modular design of iGluRs, as well as the
molecular preconditions that facilitated the evolution of iGluRs from SBPs and potassium
channels. Further, we examine the ability of SBPs to serve as molecular recognition element
in a new class of receptor inspired biosensors.
Chapter IV presents a proof-of-principle study that SBPs can be directly incorporated into
solid-state nanopores as a new approach to design hybrid electrical biosensors. Here, the
phosphonate binding protein PhnD is tethered via primary amines to the reactive NHS
groups of P(DMAA-co-NMAS) polymers into track-etched single solid-state nanopores.
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thermophoretic analysis
of ligand‑specific conformational
states of the inhibitory glycine
receptor embedded in copolymer
nanodiscs
Max Bernhard1 & Bodo Laube1,2*
The glycine receptor (GlyR), a member of the pentameric ligand‑gated ion channel family (pLGIC),
displays remarkable variations in the affinity and efficacy of the full agonist glycine and the
partial agonist taurine depending on the cell system used. Despite detailed insights in the GlyR
three‑dimensional structure and activation mechanism, little is known about conformational
rearrangements induced by these agonists. Here, we characterized the conformational states of the
α1 GlyR upon binding of glycine and taurine by microscale thermophoresis expressed in HEK293 cells
and Xenopus oocytes after solubilization in amphipathic styrene‑maleic acid copolymer nanodiscs.
Our results show that glycine and taurine induce different conformational transitions of the GlyR
upon ligand binding. In contrast, the variability of agonist affinity is not mediated by an altered
conformational change. Thus, our data shed light on specific agonist induced conformational
features and mechanisms of pLGic upon ligand binding determining receptor activation in native
environments.
The superfamily of pentameric ligand-gated ion channels (pLGIC) mediates excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
neurotransmission in the central nervous system1 and is the target for many therapeutic agents2. The knowledge of the underlying mechanisms determining apparent affinity and efficacy of small ligands acting on these
receptors is fundamental for the understanding of their physiological and pharmacological properties under
developmental, normal and pathological conditions of the brain. One of the most pressing questions regarding
ligand-specific activity concerns the underlying mechanisms by which partial and full agonists possess variable
half-maximal effective concentration (EC50) values and amplitude responses under different cellular conditions.
Despite detailed insights into their three-dimensional structures and general activation mechanisms, an accurate
knowledge of the underlying structural confinements determining the affinity and efficacy of agonists at pLGICs
is still lacking1,3. The inhibitory glycine receptor (GlyR), a member of the pLGICs, is an outstanding example
displaying exceptional variations in the affinity and efficacy of its agonists4. GlyRs mediate, together with GABA
receptors, the majority of fast inhibitory neurotransmission in the central nervous system and are implicated in
neuronal diseases like hypereplexia4,5 and forms of epilepsy6. GlyRs assemble as homopentamers of α-subunits
(α1–4) or heteropentamers, containing both α- and β-subunits7 and are composed of an extracellular orthosteric
ligand binding site (ECD), a transmembrane spanning ion-channel (TMD) and an intracellular domain (ICD).
GlyR activation upon agonist binding induces a contraction within the ECD that is transmitted to the TMD
leading to the opening of the chloride selective intrinsic channel pore8. Remarkably, the efficacy to open the
ion channel depends on the agonist used, i.e. glycine acts as a full agonist inducing maximal current responses
with opening times of 95–98% seen in single-channel recordings9, whereas taurine acts as a partial agonist
producing a decreased maximal response relative to the effect produced by glycine that is reflected by lower
open-channel probabilities10. However, both the efficacy and affinity of glycine and taurine also strongly depend
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on the expression system used4,11 and can vary up to an order of magnitude when heterologously expressed in
HEK293 cells12,13 and X. laevis oocytes14,15. Further, the relative efficacy of taurine of heterologous expressed α1
GlyR is directly correlated with its apparent affinity15 indicating a dependency of taurine-affinity and -efficacy in
heterologous expression systems. Interestingly, these results cannot be dismissed as expression system dependent
phenomena because the taurine efficacy and affinity similarly varies in magnitude in different brain regions16–18,
indicating that mechanisms regulating the efficacy of the partial agonist taurine in the brain are related to differences also seen in heterologous expression systems. However, despite several available crystal structures of
glycine receptors8,19 and extended kinetic models based on single-channel recordings10,20, so far little is known
about the specific conformational rearrangements of the GlyR during receptor activation induced by full and
partial agonists and even less which conformations can be adopted during activation in different cell systems.
Thus, structural aspects of the relative affinity and efficacy of ligands to open the intrinsic ion channel within
specific native environments, a core question in receptor pharmacology, may be ideally investigated at the GlyR
by analyzing ligand-specific conformational states under native conditions.
Here we report the combination of detergent-free isolation of the heterologous expressed α1 GlyR in HEK293
cells and X. laevis oocytes by amphipathic styrene-maleic acid (SMA)-copolymers with microscale thermophoresis (MST) as a new approach to study structural impacts of full and partial agonists for the GlyR conformation.
Upon successful solubilization of α1 GlyR from HEK293 cells and X. laevis oocytes in nanodiscs we can show by
MST that both the affinity and efficacy of the full agonist glycine to induce a conformational change was identical in both expression systems although the respective electrophysiological EC50 values differed by an order of
magnitude. In contrast, the partial agonist taurine stabilized a distinct conformational state that can be clearly
distinguished from the conformational state adopted after glycine binding. Thus, we provide experimental evidence for the underlying mechanism of partial agonism at the GlyR and that variations in EC50 values observed
in different expression systems are likely mediated by an impaired ability of the receptor to open the channel
once the agonist has bound.

Materials and methods

For heterologous expression in HEK293 cells and X. laevis oocytes, human his tagged
α1-His GlyR21 and N-terminal GFP fused α1-GFP GlyR was cloned into pCDNA3.1(+) vector by using NotI and
NheI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). All constructs were confirmed by sequencing (Seqlab,
Göttingen, Germany).

GlyR constructs.

HEK293 cells were cultured in minimum
essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FCS, 2 mM l-glutamine and streptomycin (100 µg/ml)
at 37 °C and 5% CO2. For transfection, 14–20 × 106 cells were diluted in electroporation buffer 1 M (5 mM KCl,
15 mM MgCl2, 120 mM Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 pH 7.2, 50 mM mannitol) at a final concentration of 1 × 106 cells
per 100 µl and 500 ng per 100 µl of the respective plasmid was added. Electroporation was performed using the
Amaxa Nucleofector II S system (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland). After transfection, cells were reseeded in 75 cm2
flasks with MEM and incubated for 48 h.

Heterologous expression of α1 GlyR in HEK293 cells.

ethical approval. All methods involving animals were carried out in accordance with the guidelines and
regulations of the local animal care and use committee. Methods were approved by the Technical University of
Darmstadt (II25.3-19c20/15, RP Darmstadt, Germany).

Heterologous expression of α1‑GFP GlyR in X. laevis oocytes. cRNA was synthesized using the
AmpliCap-Max T7 High Yield Message Maker Kit (Cellscript, Madison, WI, USA). Therefore GFP-GlyR α1 in
pCDNA3.1(+) was linearized with NotI. Oozytes were surgically taken from female X. laevis after anesthesia
with 0.1% Tricaine in water. For SMA-copolymer solubilization, 300–400 oocytes were injected with 50 ng in a
volume of 50.6 nl of cRNA. After injection the oocytes were incubated in ND-96 solution (96 mM NaCl, 2 mM
KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) at 18 °C for 1–2 days.
SMA‑copolymer solubilization of α1 GlyR. For SMA copolymer solubilization of the heterogeneous
expressed α1 GlyR in HEK293 cells, cells were washed with PBS, subsequently scraped off and resuspended in
2 ml PBS. Cells were washed and resuspended in 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0 and lysed by sonification. Membranes are separated by ultracentrifugation at 100,000g for 1.5 h and 4 °C. For α1 GlyR expressed in
oocytes, cells were resuspended in 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0 and mechanically homogenized by pipetting. To
remove cell debris, cells were centrifuged at 1000×g for 15 min at 4 °C. Membranes were separated by ultracentrifugation at 100,000×g for 1 h at 4 °C. To remove additional yolk proteins22, pellet was washed with 1 M NaCl,
20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, followed by an additional ultracentrifugation step as written above. The membrane
pellet was resuspended in SMA-solubilization buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 50 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0,
SIGMAFAST Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) to a concentration of 80 mg/ml.
A freshly prepared 4% (w/v) SMA copolymer solution (Lipodisq Styrene:Maleic Anhydride Copolymer 3:1, Prehydrolyzed, Sigma-Aldrich) in SMA-solubilization buffer was slowly dropped under stirring to the membrane
suspension in a 1:1 ratio and was solubilized for 1 h at room temperature. To remove all non-solubilized cell
fragments, the suspension was centrifuged at 100,000g for 45 min and 4 °C.
Ni‑NTA purification and size exclusion chromatography. The α1-His GlyR SMA copolymer nanodiscs containing supernatant was incubated with pre-equilibrated 0.2 ml HisPur Ni-NTA spin columns (Thermo
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Fisher Scientific) overnight at 4 °C under gentle rotation. Spin columns were washed three times with SMA-solubilization buffer supplemented with 25 mM imidazole and α1-His GlyR SMALPs were eluted in SMA-solubilization buffer supplemented with 400 mM imidazole. For separation of the previously purified α1 GlyR nanodiscs
from other soluble proteins and for further analysis, pooled elution fractions were loaded on a Superdex 200
increase 10/300 GL (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) connected to an Äkta pure (GE Healthcare) and buffer
was exchanged to 50 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4 and 150 mM NaCl. Estimation of the molecular weight (MW) was
based on a calibration curve by a linear fit of proteins of known MW (Aldolase, Ovalbumin, Conalbumin, Cyanocobalbumin, Thyroglobulin) versus the partition coefficient kav (kav = Vel − V0/Vt − Vo, where Vel is the elution
volume of the protein, Vt is the total column volume and V0 is the void volume). The hydrodynamic radii (Rs,
Stokes radius) where calculated, according to the Stokes–Einstein relation23, by a linear fit of the Stokes radii of
known proteins versus the square root of the negative decadic logarithm of the kav.
SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis was performed as described
elsewhere24. In brief, proteins were separated using a 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). For SDS-PAGE analysis, the gel was stained with Pierce Silver Stain Kit (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). For western blot analysis, separated proteins were transferred to a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad, Feldkirchen, Germany) and the membrane was blocked for 1 h in TBS-T supplemented with 5% skim milk. Afterwards, the membrane was incubated with 1:500 primary eGFP Polyclonal antibody (CAB4211, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) in TBS-T containing 1% skim milk over night at 4 °C. The membrane was washed 3 times for 10 min
with TBS-T and incubated with the goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (sc-2054, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX,
USA) in TBS-T containing 1% skim milk for 1 h at room temperature. The membrane was washed 3 times for
10 min in TBS-T and protein bands were visualized by adding Pierce Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and detected with a CCD camera.

SDS‑PAGE and western blot.

Microscale thermophoresis. Microscale thermophoresis (MST) analysis was performed using a

NanoTemper Monolith NT.115 instrument (NanoTemper Technologies, Munich, Germany). Therefore, purified
α1-His GlyR nanodiscs or total solubilized cell membranes with α1-GFP GlyR were diluted to a concentration
of 400 nM in PBS. α1-His GlyR was fluorescence-labeled using the Monolith NT His-Tag Labeling Kit RED-trisNTA (NanoTemper Technologies). Labeled GlyR α1 SMALPs were added in a 1:1 ratio to a 1:2 dilution series
with a final concentration of 3 mM down to 0.73 µM for glycine or 12.5 mM down to 6 µM for taurine, as well
as 0 µM for each ligand as an internal control and loaded into standard capillaries (Monolith NT.115 Capillaries,
NanoTemper Technologies). Thermophoresis was measured at 21 °C for 15 or 20 s with 40% LED power and
60% infrared laser power. For MST experiments n = 3–4 independent technical measurements were collected
from N = 2–3 independent oocyte or HEK293 cell batches.

1–2 days after injection of α1 GlyR cRNA in X. laevis oocytes, wholecell currents were recorded by two-electrode voltage-clamp using an Axoclamp 900A amplifier and a Digidata
1550A digitizer. Data were sampled at 5 kHz after low-pass filtering at 200 Hz and recorded with Clampex 10.7
(Molecular Devices, San Jose, USA). For recordings, oocytes were clamped at − 70 mV in external Ringer solution (115 mM NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 0.9 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). For HEK293, whole-cell recordings of
GlyR α1 transfected cells were carried out as described in Laube et al. 200025. In brief, whole cell currents were
recorded 2 days after transfection using an EPC-9 amplifier (HEKA, Ludwigshafen, Germany) and data were
sampled at 20 Hz. Patch pipettes contained 120 mM CsCl, 20 mM TEA-Cl, 1 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 11 mM
EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.2. Membrane potential was clamped at − 70 mV and cells were perfused with external solution (137 mM NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). Increasing glycine
concentrations were applied using a microcapillary application system (DAD-12, Adams and List, Westbury,
NY, USA).

electrophysiological recordings.

Data and statistical analysis. For electrophysiological dose–response analysis, normalized current responses were plotted against the agonist concentration and fitted with a sigmoidal Hill equation
n ) in GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, USA), where I/I
I/Imax = 100 × c n /(c n + aEC50
max is
the normalized current, c the concentration, n the Hill coefficient and aEC50 the agonist concentration resulting
in a half-maximal response. For thermophoretic binding experiments, the relative thermophoretic fluorescence
signal Fnorm was calculated as ratio of the initial fluorescence (Fcold = 1 s) and fluorescence after thermodiffusion (Fhot = 15 s) using the following equation in MO.Affinity Analysis software (NanoTemper Technologies):
Fnorm = Fhot /Fcold = 1 + (∂F/∂T − ST )"T , where ∂F/∂T is the fluorescence change due to the fluorophore’s
temperature dependence and ST the Soret coefficient. For thermophoretic dose–response analysis, the normalized relative fluorescences were plotted against the agonist concentration and fitted with the sigmoidal Hill
equation Fnorm /Fnorm,max = 100/(1 + (cEC50 /c)n ), where Fnorm/Fnorm,max is the normalized relative fluorescence,
cEC50 the agonist concentration resulting in a half-maximal response and n the Hill coefficient. All values are
given in mean ± SEM, unless indicated otherwise. Statistical significance was determined using a Student’s twotailed, unpaired two-side t test with *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 levels. Equality of variances was confirmed using a F test.

Results

Detergent‑free purification of homomeric α1 GlyR in SMA‑copolymer nanodiscs. To probe the

general potential of SMA-solubilized GlyRs for pharmacological analysis we solubilized a His-tag fused α1 construct (α1-His) by incubating SMA copolymers with the isolated membrane fraction of α1-His overexpressing
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Figure 1. Purification and functional characterization of the α1-His GlyR in SMA-copolymer nanodiscs. (a)
Schematic representation of GlyR (PDB: 3JAE) in native nanodiscs (upper) and chemical structure of SMAcopolymer (lower) with a ratio of n:m of 2:1 used in this study. Size exclusion chromatogram (b) and SDS-PAGE
analysis (c) showing an efficient separation of α1-His GlyR nanodiscs. Peak fraction (*) shows a clear band
(black arrow) between 40 and 55 kDa, corresponding to the α1 GlyR (MW: 48 kDa) and a band migrating at
~ 10 kDa corresponding to SMA copolymer. Gel image was cropped, indicated by a grey cropping line. Subfigure
(a) was created using Abobe Illustrator CC version 24.3 (https://www.adobe.com/kr/products/illustrator.html).
HEK293 cells (Fig. 1a). The α1-His containing nanodiscs (Fig. 1a) were further isolated with Ni-affinity chromatography, followed by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). SDS-PAGE analysis of peak fraction one (Fig. 1b)
shows a clear band, migrating at ~ 48 kDa, corresponding to the molecular weight of the α1 GlyR monomer
(Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. S1). The SMA copolymer runs at an expected lower molecular weight26 of approximately 10 kDa. The second SEC peak (Fig. 1b) reveals only SMA copolymer without any additional protein
band, which represent probably free polymer that was interacting with the Ni-affinity columns. The molecular
weight and size of the purified α1 GlyR nanodiscs were further investigated by the generated SEC data. Thus, the
nanodiscs having an average molecular weight of 495 kDa with a calculated stoke radius of 13.2 nm, which is in
good agreement with previous studies26–28. Since the pentameric receptor has a molecular weight of 240 kDa and
no accessory proteins in the purified fraction can be detected, we conclude that the residual molecular weight of
the nanodiscs must result from its lipid bilayer. We therefore showed that the SMA copolymer solubilization of
α1 GlyR in nanodiscs was successful and suitable for further investigation.

Functional characterization of α1 GlyR nanodiscs by microscale thermophoresis. To examine
the functionality of the purified α1 GlyR nanodiscs, we intended to analyze concentration-dependent conformational changes upon binding of the agonist glycine by microscale thermophoresis (MST). Therefore, we diluted
the fluorescence labeled α1-His GlyR containing nanodiscs (see “Materials and Methods” section) to a final
concentration of 400 nM and added a glycine dilution series of 3 mM down to 0.73 µM. Samples were loaded
into glass capillaries and get focused by an infrared (IR) laser, creating a spatial temperature gradient. Thermophoretic movement of the fluorescence labeled α1-His GlyR nanodiscs was measured by fluorescence emission
coupled into the IR laser path29. We found that addition of glycine to the receptor complex was sufficient to
induce a change in thermophoretic mobility of the complex (Fig. 2a). Increasing glycine concentrations resulted
in a concentration-dependent shift of the thermophoretic signal saturating at 500 µM glycine (Fig. 2b). Because
no concentration-dependent fluorophore quenching could be observed (Fig. 2c), we concluded that the purified
SMA copolymer nanodiscs must contain functional pentameric α1 GlyR receptors and that the alterations in
particle movement obtained must be due to a glycine-induced alteration of the conformation, size, charge and/or
hydration shell30 of the GlyR. This is consistent with the findings at native GlyRs where (i) pentameric assembly of
the GlyR is required for the proper formation of the specific glycine-binding site at the interface of adjacent subunits and (ii) binding of glycine induces a significant conformational rearrangement of the ECD. Analyzing the
glycine depended shift of the thermophoretic movements revealed an EC50 value of 65 ± 22.8 µM (mean ± SEM;
n = 4; Fig. 2d), which is similar to the apparent EC50 value obtained by electrophysiology in α1 GlyR expressing
HEK293 cells12,13. To distinguish electrophysiological and MST-determined EC50 values, we termed them in the
following as aEC50 (a for apparent; e-phys) and cEC50 (c for conformation, MST), respectively. In conclusion, our
results obtained upon analyzing glycine concentration-dependent conformational changes of the GlyR by MST
embedded in SMA copolymer nanodiscs, indicate that the glycine-induced contraction within the ECD leading
to a highly efficient gating of the channel pore, resulting in a 1:1 ratio of cEC50 and aEC50 values.
Characterization of glycine binding to α1 GlyR obtained from HEK293 cells and X. laevis
oocytes. One key advantage of solubilizing membrane proteins in SMA copolymer nanodiscs is the retention

of their native lipid surrounding, enabling the analysis of ligand-induced conformational changes while preserving the influence of the native membrane environment in in vivo-like conditions. Homomeric α1 GlyR exhibit a
major discrepancy concerning their glycine affinity with aEC50 values of 212.9 ± 21 µM and 68.8 ± 7.4 µM when
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Figure 2. Functional characterization of SMA copolymer solubilized α1-His GlyR. (a) Example trace of
primary thermophoresis data. Thermophoretic movement of α1-His GlyR nanodiscs is expressed as the change
in fluorescence signal between initial fluorescence Fcold (0 s) and fluorescence after thermodiffusion Fhot (15 s)
and was calculated as ratio of both values as described in the “Materials and Methods” section. Inset shows an
amplification of representative fluorescence traces of the thermophoretic movement of the fluorescence labeled
α1-His GlyR between 14 and 15 s (Fhot) obtained at different glycine concentrations [0 and 1 (black), 10 and
100 (gray) and 1000 and 3000 µM glycine (red)]. (b) The change in thermophoretic movement upon binding
of increasing concentrations of Gly results in a change of the relative fluorescence between the unbound state
(black) and glycine-bound state (red) after 15 s. (c) Initial fluorescence count distribution for each concentration
is under 10% and showing no ligand-dependent fluorescence quenching. (d) Dose–response curve obtained
from MST experiments of α1-His GlyR. Binding of glycine to fluorescence-labeled α1-GlyR was obtained with
a titration series from 3 mM to 0.73 µM in PBS buffer, pH 7.4. The change in thermophoretic signal leads to a
cEC50 of 65 ± 22.8 µM. Error bars represent SEM between n = 3 independent experiments.
heterologously expressed in X. laevis oocytes or HEK293 cells, respectively (Fig. 3a). The root cause and underlying mechanism of these variations in the efficiency of receptor activation across different expression systems
is still unknown. To further explore this concept we analyzed the binding affinity for α1 GlyR extracted from
HEK293 cells and oocytes. To maximally mimic the complex environmental conditions found in the cells and to
simplify the analytical process, we used an N-terminal GFP fused receptor (α1-GFP GlyR) construct, that was
directly measured after SMA-solubilization within the total nanodiscs fraction, that has previously reported for
soluble GFP fused proteins29. Western blot analysis (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Fig. S2) of the solubilized membrane
fractions indicates an adequate incorporation of GlyRs into SMA copolymer nanodiscs. For comparable results,
we first probed the binding affinity for glycine from HEK293 cell lysate. α1-GFP GlyRs also showed a concentration-dependent shift in their thermophoretic mobility, similar to purified and fluorescence labeled His-tagged
α1 GlyR, with a cEC50 value of 40.9 ± 13.4 µM (p = 0.22, n = 4). A concentration-dependent GFP quenching was
not detected as well (not shown). Thus our GFP tagged α1 GlyR yield similar cEC50 values compared to pure
α1 GlyR nanodiscs and was suitable for the comparative analysis of α1 GlyRs expressed in oocytes. Next we
analyzed the apparent glycine binding affinities of α1 GlyR extracted from oocyte membranes (Fig. 3a,c). The
determined cEC50 of 52.6 ± 40.8 µM (n = 4) for glycine reveals no significant difference (p = 0.58; Fig. 3c) compared with the cEC50 value obtained from HEK293 cells. Thus, the cEC50 value obtained from HEK293 cells is
identical with the aEC50 (p = 0.23), whereas the cEC50 value obtained from oocytes is about 4 times lower than
the aEC50 (p < 0.01). Furthermore, the similar thermophoretic signal amplitudes (p = 0.41; Fig. 3d) obtained from
both expression systems indicate that the GlyR adopts the same ECD configuration with a similar degree of
domain-closure upon glycine binding. These findings implicate, that the efficiency of glycine to induce the conformational change within the ECD is identical in both expression systems and the increased aEC50 observed in
oocytes must be linked to an impaired channel opening.
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Figure 3. Functional analysis of α1-GFP GlyR nanodiscs from HEK293 cells and X. laevis oocytes. (a) Dose–
response relationship of α1-GFP GlyR obtained by MST experiments and electrophysiological recordings
from HEK293 cells and oocytes. MST data points were inversely normalized for better comparison with
dose–response curves obtained from electrophysiological measurements. Data are shown in mean ± SEM. (b)
Western blot of SMA-copolymer solubilized GFP-GlyR α1 obtained from the membrane fractions of oocytes
and HEK293 cells, show a single band at the calculated molecular weight below 70 kDa. Western blot image
was cropped, indicated by a grey cropping line. (c) Electrophysiological experiments obtained from oocytes and
HEK293 cells revealed aEC50 values 212.9 ± 21 µM and 68.8 ± 7.4 µM, respectively. cEC50 values of 52.6 ± 40.8 µM
(n = 4) and 40.9 ± 13.4 µM (n = 4) obtained from oocytes and HEK293 cells showing no significant difference
(p = 0.41). The aEC50 obtained from is significantly higher (p < 0.01) than the measured cEC50, while the aEC50
and cEC50 obtained from HEK293 cells show no difference (p = 0.23). Error bars represent SEM between
independent experiments. (d) Signal amplitudes obtained from MST experiments reveal no differences between
HEK293 cells (signal amplitude = 4.04 ± 1.09) and oocytes (signal amplitude = 3.38 ± 1.09; p = 0.41, n = 4). Data
are shown in mean ± SD. Unpaired two-side t test for statistics.

conformational changes induced by binding of the partial agonist taurine. Taurine acts as a
partial agonist on α1 GlyR in oocytes with an aEC50 value of 843 ± 16 µM (n = 3) and a maximal current of 61%
compared to glycine (Fig. 4a). To investigate how taurine influences the ECD conformation and if glycine may
act as a partial agonist in oocytes, we analyzed the conformational transformation of α1-GFP GlyR containing
SMA nanodiscs in response to taurine by MST, as well. As expected, the cEC50 value of 473.8 ± 66.1 µM (n = 3;
Fig. 4b) is much higher than for glycine and is approximately half as much as the obtained aEC50 value (n = 3;
p < 0.05). Also the Hill coefficient of 0.8 decreased for taurine, which is in good agreement with previous studies, reporting a decrease for less efficient agonists15,31. Since the binding of the partial agonist taurine might
stabilize a conformational state with an altered ECD closure, we analyzed the discrepancies in thermophoretic
movement between the unbound and agonist bound states. We found, that the signal amplitude between glycine
and taurine significantly decreases (p < 0.05, Fig. 4c,d) from 3.38 ± 1.09 to 1.32 ± 0.17, respectively. This finding
implicates, that taurine stabilizes a distinct conformational state under saturating conditions that can be clearly
distinguished from the conformational state adopted after glycine binding. In contrast, binding of glycine to the
GlyR induces in both expression systems the same overall conformational configuration, leading to the conclusion that glycine acts not as a partial agonist in oocytes like taurine.
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Figure 4. Binding characteristics of the partial agonist taurine to α1-GFP GlyR nanodiscs. (a) Dose–response
data for glycine and taurine of heterologous expressed α1 GlyR from X. laevis oocytes. Taurine acts as a partial
agonist with an aEC50 value of 843 ± 16 µM reaching a maximum current of 61% compared to glycine (n = 3).
Taurine currents are normalized to the maximum glycine currents for each cell. Dose–response data of glycine
are the same as shown in Fig. 3. Error bars represent SEM. (b) MST binding experiment of α1-GFP GlyR with
a taurine titration series of 6 µM to 12.5 mM results in a cEC50 value of 473.8 ± 46.1 µM (n = 3). Error bars
represent SEM. (c) Exemplary α1-GFP GlyR MST data of taurine (blue circles) and glycine (black circles)
obtained from oocytes displaying a difference in their maximal thermophoretic mobility (grey and blue arrows).
(d) Comparison of the signal amplitudes of α1-GFP GlyR SMALPs expressed in HEK293 cells and oocytes for
glycine and taurine. Binding of taurine leads to a significant decreased thermophoretic movement (p = 0.024,
unpaired two-side t test, n = 3) with signal amplitudes of 1.32 ± 0.14 compared to glycine-bound receptors with
signal amplitudes of 3.38 ± 1.09. Data are shown in mean ± SD.

Discussion

In this study, we characterized the conformational states of the homomeric α1 GlyR in SMA copolymer nanodiscs
by MST during receptor activation by glycine and the partial agonist taurine upon heterologous expression in
HEK293 cells and Xenopus oocytes. Our results indicate that in the GlyR (i) partial and full agonists induce different conformational transitions and (ii) conformational transitions after agonist-binding affect apparent affinity.
Thus our data shed light on the conformational features and mechanisms determining receptor activation by
different agonists in different cell systems in the pLGIC superfamily.
In principle, two different models for the conformational states induced by a full and partial agonist at pLGICs
can be envisaged. First, binding of the agonist simply shifts the equilibrium between the closed state and the
open state of the channel. This model is based on the initial work by del Castillo and Katz32, where it has been
supposed that full and partial agonists differ in their efficiency to activate a receptor, implying that both partial
and full agonists stabilize the same open conformational state of the receptor. Consequently, a full agonist would
promote efficient channel opening, while a partial agonist would be less effective in stabilizing the open state.
Second, it can be assumed that a full and a partial agonist can adopt different conformational states in the agonist binding domain which are correlated to the extent of channel opening, mainly depending on the specific
stereochemical properties of the ligand. Recent studies at the GlyR indicate that receptor activation includes
one or more intermediate states, so called flipped or primed states, where the ECD is closed but the channel is
still shut9,10,20. In this model, the origin of partial agonism would be related to a reduced ability of the receptor
to reach an intermediated pre-open state, rather than a reduced ability to fully activate the receptor, when the
intermediated is reached10,33. Nevertheless, little is known if the altered receptor kinetic for partial agonists is
also reflected by distinct conformational states, as seen in ionotropic glutamate receptors34,35.
Our thermophoretic analysis during receptor activation induced by agonists reveals large conformational
changes of the GlyR. We attribute the detected agonist-induced rearrangements to a contraction within the ECD
entrapping the ligand between adjacent subunits8,36,37, rather than structural changes within the channel pore
itself, which are masked by the surrounding lipid-bilayer of the nanodisc. This is consistent with a recent finding that, although full and partial agonists of the GlyR have the same orientation within the ECD upon binding,
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Figure 5. Schematic model of the activation mechanism of GlyRs for full and partial agonists. (a) The general
activation mechanism of GlyRs includes at least three conformational states, whereby two conformations
adopting a contracted ligand-bound ECD. Binding of a full agonist (red dot) induced an ECD closure of the
resting receptor, while the ion channel is still shut (intermediate state). This ECD closure finally opens the ion
channel and activates the receptor (open state). The ability of an agonist to change the conformation within the
ECD (cEC50) was measured by MST, while the general ability to activate the receptor (aEC50) was determined
by electrophysiological methods. (b) Binding of a partial agonist (purple) initiate an incomplete closure of the
ECD (1). The receptor is either activated by a further ECD closure (2, grey) that leads to an ion channel opening
(open state) or can directly open with a less contracted ECD (2, black). (c) GlyR activation in HEK293 cells and
oocytes. Glycine binding to GlyRs in HEK293 cells is characterized by a contraction of the ECD and a rapid
channel opening, reflected by similar cEC50 and aEC50 values. Binding of glycine to GlyRs in oocytes is also
characterized by an efficient reorientation of the ECD with an impaired channel opening, possibly stabilizing an
intermediate state with a contracted ECD and a closed channel pore. Figure was drawn using Abobe Illustrator
CC version 24.3 (https://www.adobe.com/kr/products/illustrator.html).
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interactions between the amino groups of the agonists and receptor residues differ remarkably resulting in a
different extent of ECD contraction with the volume of the agonist binding pocket smallest in the glycine-bound
structure38. Since our measurements were performed under equilibrium conditions, our thermophoretic data
therefore most likely reflect structural changes between the resting conformation, with an open ECD, and one
or multiple intermediate states, as well as the open state, were the ECD is contracted (Fig. 5a). Thus, our MST
measurements would reflect exclusively the agonist-induced conformational change within the ECD, whereas the
electrophysiological measurements determine the general ability of the agonist to open the ion channel (aEC50
value). Most strikingly, our MST measurements revealed different conformational changes of the ECD induced
by taurine compared to the full agonist glycine. Therefore, we assume that the interactions between taurine and
the ECD loops result in a lesser extend of ECD contraction, and therefore to the observed decreased thermophoretic mobility. This indicates that glycine- and taurine-binding induces a different degree of conformational
change in the ECD and that the extent of agonist-induced ECD closure is correlated with the efficacy of agonists.
Since we cannot discriminate in our MST measurements between distinct closed ECD conformations, two
general activation models for partial agonists can be envisaged (Fig. 5b). First, the taurine-induced conformation
reflects a closed intermediate state that further adopts the same closed ECD conformation as seen for glycine
during full activation (Fig. 5b, upper row). Second, the taurine-induced conformation reflects the final open
conformation, without reaching a fully contracted ECD conformation (Fig. 5b, lower row). However, recent
findings support the existence of an intermediated taurine-bound state, that is characterized by a lesser degree
of ECD rotation38.
Depending on the cell system analyzed, the GlyR displays in electrophysiological measurements a remarkable difference in the apparent affinity (aEC50) of its agonists4. Thus, the apparent affinity of an agonist is not
exclusively determined by its specific stereochemical properties. Previous studies supposed that intermolecular
cooperativity at higher receptor expression levels may influence agonist affinity in different cell systems39. Our
experiments show that the large variability of the aEC50 for glycine observed in different cell systems (HEK293 vs.
oocyte) is not correlated with the efficiency to induce a contraction within the ECD (cEC50) after glycine binding.
In addition, the cEC50 values in HEK293 and oocytes are similar to the aEC50 value obtained from electrophysiological measurements in HEK293 cells, indicating an efficient receptor activation in HEK293 cells once the ECD
has closed, consistent with previous single-channel measurements9,10,20. As a direct consequence, the receptor
equilibrium lies strongly on the ligand-bound, open conformation. In contrast, while the cEC50 is unchanged
in oocytes, the aEC50 apparent affinity is decreased. We therefore conclude, that the decreased apparent affinity
of GlyR in oocytes probably arise from a limited ability to open the channel pore once the ECD is closed, rather
than the ability to induce a conformational change in the ECD layer upon glycine binding (Fig. 5c). We speculate
that the impaired coupling of the ECD and the TMD is driven (i) by lipid or sterol modulations, as described for
other members of pLGICs40–42 and supported by recent findings supposing interactions between glycine receptors and cholesterol43 or (ii) by the impact of the ICD44. This would explain the high variability of aEC50 values
seen upon electrophysiological measurements of GlyRs in the brain and in different heterologous expression
systems. Thus, the apparent agonist-affinities of the GlyR obtained in electrophysiological measurements are likely
determined by conformational transitions after the agonist-induced ECD closure which is in agreement with
several postulated intermediate shut states between the resting and open conformation, as indicated by different
primed or flipped schemas. Our data may also have some implications for the understanding of the differential
impact of (i) mutations45 and modulators25 in the ECD and (ii) the TMD and ICD44 at the GlyR in affecting partial
agonism. Therefore mutations and modulators acting in the ECD might affect the conformational change in the
ECD layer upon agonist binding whereas modulators acting in the TMD and the ICD may alter intermediate
shut states between the resting and open conformation. Future work will need to explore these possibilities by
testing the effects of mutations, modulators and the ICD on conformational states by thermophoretic analysis of
the GlyR extracted in SMA-copolymer nanodiscs enabling the receptor to occupy physiologically relevant states.
In summary, by analyzing conformational states of the GlyR by MST, our results indicate that first partial
agonism in the pLGIC family is reflected by the adaption of distinct receptor conformations and second that
modulation within the TMD region and/or the ICD causes the variable apparent affinities seen in different
cell systems. Therefore, our approach provides an easy access to correlate structural and functional impacts of
ligand binding and may also help in the mechanistic understanding of positive allosteric modulators as well as
in rationalized drug design.

Data availability

All data supporting the findings of this study are available within the article or are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. All cDNA constructs are available from the corresponding author based
on reasonable request.
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N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors composed of glycine-binding GluN1 and GluN3 subunits
function as excitatory glycine receptors that respond to agonist application only with a very low efﬁcacy.
Binding of glycine to the high-afﬁnity GluN3 subunits triggers channel opening, whereas glycine binding
to the low-afﬁnity GluN1 subunits causes an auto-inhibition of the maximal glycine-inducible receptor
current (Imax). Hence, competitive antagonists of the GluN1 subunit strongly potentiate glycine responses
of wild type (wt) GluN1/GluN3 receptors. Here, we show that co-expression of N-terminal domain (NTD)
deleted GluN1 (GluN1DNTD) and GluN3 (GluN3DNTD) subunits in Xenopus oocytes generates GluN1/GluN3
receptors with a large increase in the glycine-inducible Imax accompanied by a strongly impaired GluN1
antagonist-mediated potentiation. Afﬁnity puriﬁcation after metabolic or surface labeling revealed no
differences in subunit stoichiometry and surface expression between wt GluN1/GluN3A and mutant
GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors, indicating a speciﬁc effect of NTD deletions on the efﬁcacy of receptor
opening. Notably, GluN1/GluN3ADNTD receptors showed a similar increase in Imax and a greatly reduced
GluN1 antagonist-mediated current potentiation as GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors, whereas the
glycine-induced currents of GluN1DNTD/GluN3A receptors resembled those of wt GluN1/GluN3A receptors. Furthermore, oxidative crosslinking of the homophilic GluN3A NTD intersubunit interface in
mutant GluN1/GluN3AR319C receptors caused both a decrease in the glycine-induced Imax concomitantly
with a marked increase in GluN1 antagonist-mediated current potentiation, whilst mutations within the
intrasubunit region linking the GluN3A NTD to the ligand binding domain had opposite effects. Together
these results show that the GluN3A NTD constitutes a crucial regulatory determinant of GluN1/GluN3A
receptor function.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Heterooligomeric N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors are
members of the tetrameric ionotropic glutamate receptor (iGluR)
family that display particular pharmacological and functional
properties (Dingledine et al., 1999). A unique feature of conventional NMDA receptors composed of two glycine-binding GluN1
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and two glutamate-binding GluN2 subunits (Laube et al., 1998) is
that the simultaneous binding of two agonists, glycine and glutamate, is required for efﬁcient channel opening (Kuryatov et al.,
1994; Laube et al., 1997). In contrast, NMDA receptors composed
of the glycine-binding GluN1 and GluN3 subunits (‘excitatory
glycine receptors’) are activated by glycine alone (Chatterton et al.,
2002). However, GluN1/GluN3 receptors generate only rather small
currents; this has been attributed to glycine-binding to the GluN1
subunit causing a strong inhibition of receptor function (Awobuluyi
et al., 2007; Madry et al., 2007a). Thus, glycine binding to the GluN1
subunit has opposite consequences on GluN1/GluN2 and GluN1/
GluN3 receptor function: it is a prerequisite for efﬁcient activation
of conventional GluN1/GluN2 receptors (Kuryatov et al., 1994) but
inhibits GluN1/GluN3 receptor gating (Madry et al., 2007a). So far,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropharm.2016.01.014
0028-3908/© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the molecular determinants of these differential effects of glycine
binding to the GluN1 subunit have not been elucidated.
NMDA receptor subunits share a common modular design
characterized by: i) an extracellular N-terminal domain (NTD) of
about 400 amino acids, which has been implicated in receptor
oligomerization, trafﬁcking and modulation; ii) two extracellular
segments (S1S2) forming the ligand binding domain (LBD); iii)
three transmembrane domains and an intramembrane re-entrant
loop, which determines receptor permeation properties; and iv)
an intracellular carboxyterminal tail that interacts with postsynaptic scaffolding and signal transduction proteins (Dingledine
et al., 1999). Based on structural and functional studies, a mechanistic model for the activation of the conventional NMDA receptor
has emerged during the past years (Mayer, 2006; Lee et al., 2014).
Accordingly, agonist occupation of both the GluN1 and GluN2 LBDs,
which are arranged as hetero-dimers in a ‘back-to-back’ fashion
(Furukawa et al., 2005; Schuler et al., 2008), leads to the closure of
both LBDs and thereby generates sufﬁcient conformational strain to
initiate channel opening (Furukawa et al., 2005; Inanobe et al.,
2005). The efﬁcacy of conventional NMDA receptors is controlled
by the NTDs (Yuan et al., 2009b) and can be modulated upon
binding of modulators, resulting in a rearrangement of the LBD
dimer interface (Gielen et al., 2008; Borschel et al., 2011). For
GluN1/GluN3 receptors, glycine binding to the high-afﬁnity GluN3LBD alone is sufﬁcient to open the ion channel (Madry et al., 2007a).
However, glycine binding to the low-afﬁnity GluN1 LBD autoinhibits GluN1/GluN3 receptor function, thereby reducing ion ﬂux
(Awobuluyi et al., 2007; Madry et al., 2007a). Consistent with these
differential effects of glycine binding to the GluN1 and GluN3
subunits, antagonists of and mutations within the GluN1 LBD
greatly potentiate maximal glycine-inducible GluN1/GluN3 receptor currents (Imax) (Madry et al., 2007a).
In this study, we show that deletion of both the GluN1- and the
GluN3A NTDs potently increased the glycine-induced Imax without
affecting receptor assembly and plasma membrane insertion. This
increase in Imax was accompanied by a reduced potentiation of the
glycine-induced currents by the GluN1-speciﬁc glycine binding site
antagonist MDL-29951 (MDL). Notably, the maximal inducible
currents in the presence of both the agonist glycine and the GluN1
binding site antagonist MDL were similar for both wt and NTDdeleted GluN1/GluN3A receptors. Hence, NTD-deletion markedly
enhanced GluN1/GluN3A receptor efﬁcacy. Similar effects as seen
with GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors were obtained upon deletion of the GluN3A NTD alone, and when introducing point mutations within the region linking the GluN3A NTD to the adjacent
LBD. In contrast, oxidative crosslinking of the putative homophilic
intersubunit GluN3A NTD interface had the opposite effect
(resulting in a reduced glycine Imax and an even stronger MDLpotentiation). Together our results indicate that a homophilic
intersubunit interaction amongst the GluN3A NTDs and the transition region between GluN3A NTD and -LBD constitute major
structural determinants underlying the low efﬁcacy of glycinegated GluN1/GluN3A receptors.
2. Material and methods
2.1. DNA constructs, oocyte expression and electrophysiology
The GluN1-1a (splice variant 1a), GluN3A, and GluN3B expression constructs in the pNKS2 vector used have been described
previously (Madry et al., 2007a). The NTD-deleted GluN1DNTD and
GluN3ADNTD constructs were generated by simply excising the
nucleotide sequence encoding the NTD of the respective wt pNKS2
constructs of the GluN1 and GluN3A subunits, respectively, as
described previously (Madry et al., 2007b, 2008). The GluN3BDNTD
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construct in the pNKS2 vector lacks the sequence encoding amino
acids 31e396 of the respective mature GluN3B protein. Single point
mutations were generated via site-directed mutagenesis (QuikChange XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit, Stratagene) and
conﬁrmed by DNA sequencing (Euroﬁns MWG Operon). All constructs were linearized and transcribed into cRNA (mCAP mRNA
Capping Kit, Ambion) as described by Madry et al. (2008). For
electrophysiological analysis, Xenopus laevis oocytes were injected
with 50 ng in a volume of 50 nl of the respective wt or NTD-deleted
GluN1 and GluN3 cRNAs at a ratio of 1:3. Oocytes were isolated and
maintained as described previously (Laube et al., 1997). 3e4 days
after injection, whole-cell currents were recorded by two-electrode
voltage-clamp according to Laube et al. (1997). For treatments with
dithiothreitol (DTT), oocytes were superfused with 2 mM DTT for
100 s before applying glycine in the presence of 2 mM DTT as
described by Lynagh et al. (2013). MDL-29951 was obtained from
RBI Sigma (Taufkirchen, Germany).
2.2. Metabolic [35S]methionine labeling, puriﬁcation and SDS-PAGE
of NMDA receptor complexes
After cRNA injection, oocytes were labeled overnight by incubation in [35S]methionine (>40 TBq/mmol, Amersham Biosciences)
at ~100 MBq/ml (0.2 MBq per oocyte) and thereafter chased for
additional 2 day as described (Schuler et al., 2008). Receptor
complexes were puriﬁed from dodecylmaltoside extracts of the
labeled oocytes via a His6-tag added to the GluN1 and GluN1DNTD Ctermini by using Ni2þ-NTA agarose (Qiagen) chromatography as
described previously (Madry et al., 2007b). [35S]-Methioninelabeled protein samples were solubilized in SDS sample buffer
containing 20 mM dithiothreitol and electrophoresed in parallel
with molecular mass markers (SeeBlue® Plus2 Pre-Stained Standard, Invitrogen) on 8% tricine-SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Gels were
blotted, ﬁxed, dried, and exposed to BioMax MR ﬁlms (Kodak,
Stuttgart, Germany) at "80 # C. The radioactivity of individual
protein bands was quantiﬁed using a PhosphorImager (Molecular
Dynamics) and analyzed using the software package ImageQuant.
2.3. Surface labeling with Cy5-NHS-ester
Three days after the injection of cRNAs, the injected and noninjected control oocytes were surface-labeled with 65 mmol of
Cy5-NHS-ester dye (Amersham Biosciences) and solubilized for
afﬁnity puriﬁcation as described above. Gels containing Cy5labeled protein samples were scanned with a gel imager
(Typhoon 9400, Amersham Biosciences) as described (Madry et al.,
2007b).
2.4. Glycosylation assay
To discriminate between mature and immature receptor complexes, 10 ml of the afﬁnity-puriﬁed receptor were incubated in
reducing sample buffer (20 mM DTT, 1% (w/v) SDS) containing 1%
(w/v) octylglucoside with 5 U endoglycosidase H (Endo H) or
peptide:N-Glycosidase F (PNGase F; both NEB, Frankfurt, Germany)
at 37 # C for 1 h, and protein samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE as
described above.
2.5. In silico prediction
Molecular modeling of the GluN1/GluN3A receptor was based
on the crystal structure of the GluN1/GluN2B receptor (Brookhaven
Protein Data Bank entry 4TLL) using SWISS-MODEL as described
(Bordoli et al., 2009). Local energy minimization and disulﬁde bond
creation were performed using DeepView (http://www.expasy.org/
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spdbv/) (Guex and Peitsch, 1997). Figures were made using PyMOL
1.2 (http://www.pymol.org). For all analyses, values are given as
means ± SEM. Statistical signiﬁcance was determined at the
p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**) and p < 0.001 (***) levels using Student's Ttest.
3. Results
3.1. Deletion of the N-terminal domains of the GluN1 and GluN3
subunits results in an increase of maximal inducible glycine currents
Previous studies have shown that deletion of the N-terminal
domains of NMDA receptor subunits does not abrogate the assembly and surface targeting of NMDA receptors in heterologous
expression systems (Madry et al., 2007b, 2008; Costa et al., 2011;
Smothers et al., 2013). Here, we found that fully NTD-deleted
GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors produced ~13-fold larger
maximal glycine-inducible currents (Imax) than wild type (wt)
GluN1/GluN3A receptors upon heterologous expression in Xenopus
oocytes (GluN1/GluN3A: 0.15 ± 0.02 mA, vs. GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD: 1.90 ± 0.23 mA, p < 0.001; Fig. 1A and Table 1). Similar to
GluN1/GluN3A receptors, deletions of the entire NTDs from GluN1/
GluN3B receptors also led to a similar increase of the glycineinduced Imax (GluN1/GluN3B: 0.03 ± 0.002 mA, GluN1DNTD/
GluN3BDNTD: 0.7 ± 0.18 mA; p < 0.001; Fig. 1A and Table 1). NTD
deletions also caused a decrease of the apparent glycine afﬁnity as
indicated by higher EC50 values in comparison to the full-length wt
receptors (GluN1/GluN3A: 6.5 ± 1.2 mM vs. GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD:
33 ± 2.4 mM, p < 0.05; and GluN1/GluN3B: 6.0 ± 0.3 mM vs.
GluN1DNTD/GluN3BDNTD: 11 ± 0.51 mM, p < 0.05, see Table 1 and
Madry et al., 2007a). Thus, deletions of the entire NTDs from both
GluN1/GluN3A and GluN1/GluN3B receptors strongly increased
their glycine-evoked currents.
To establish whether the enhanced Imax of NTD-deleted GluN1/
GluN3 receptors may reﬂect changes in receptor expression we
compared the protein levels and subunit composition of wt GluN1/
GluN3A and GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors. To this end,
hexahistidyl-tagged GluN1 (GluN1-His) or GluN1DNTD (GluN1DNTDHis) subunits were co-expressed with the wt or NTD-deleted
GluN3A subunit. Analyses of maximal glycine-inducible currents
of GluN1DNTD-His/GluN3ADNTD receptors revealed that they were
potentiated to similar extents as the untagged GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptor (>20-fold; compare Fig. 1A and B). After metabolic labeling of the oocytes with [35S]methionine and afﬁnity
puriﬁcation of the tagged GluN1-His/GluN3A and GluN1DNTD-His/
GluN3ADNTD receptors on Ni2þ-NTA agarose as described (Schuler
et al., 2008), receptor complexes were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and
autoradiography. GluN1/GluN3A receptors showed two protein
bands (Fig. 1B, right, lane 1) of similar apparent intensities as
GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors (Fig. 1B, right, lane 2). In order to
determine the respective subunit stoichiometries, we quantiﬁed
the relative intensities of the radioactive bands (Fig. 1C, left and
middle). Based on the total number of methionine residues per
subunit (30 methionines per GluN1 and 33 methionines per
GluN3A; 18 methionines per GluN1DNTD and 16 methionines per
GluN3ADNTD), the determined intensities corresponded to ratios for
GluN1/GluN3A (1.0:1.07) and GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors
(1.0:0.93) that are consistent with a 2 GluN1: 2 GluN3A subunit
stoichiometry of the tetrameric receptor complex (Fig. 1C, right; see
also Schuler et al., 2008). Co-expression of a 5-fold excess of the
GluN3A or GluN3ADNTD subunits over the GluN1 or rather
GluN1DNTD subunit did not alter the relative subunit ratios, indicating an invariant subunit stoichiometry of both the GluN1/
GluN3A and the GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors (data not
shown).
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We also examined the cell-surface expression of the wt and the
NTD-deleted GluN1-His/GluN3A receptors by cell-surface labeling
with the membrane-impermeable Cy5-NHS-ester dye (Schuler
et al., 2008). This labeling method resulted in similar band intensities for the surface-exposed wt GluN1/GluN3A and
GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors (Fig. 1D). Differential shifts in
molecular masses observed upon treatment with peptide:Nglycosidase F (PNGase F) as compared to those seen with endoglycosidase H (EndoH, speciﬁc for high-mannose type N-glycans in
the endoplasmatic reticulum) conﬁrmed that both receptor proteins were complex N-glycosylated in the Golgi apparatus and
hence located at the cell surface (Fig. 1D). This suggests that the
increased function of NTD-deleted GluN1/GluN3A receptors cannot
be attributed to enhanced expression or insertion into the plasma
membrane, but represents intrinsic changes of receptor properties
leading to an increased glycine efﬁcacy.
3.2. Deletion of the NTDs of GluN1/GluN3A receptors differentially
affects both GluN1/GluN3A receptor efﬁcacy and potentiation by
GluN1 glycine-site antagonists
In previous studies, we and others have shown that preventing
glycine binding to the GluN1-LBD by GluN1-speciﬁc antagonists
strongly potentiates GluN1/GluN3A receptor currents (Awobuluyi
et al., 2007; Madry et al., 2007a). To determine whether NTDdeletions also affect GluN1 antagonist-mediated potentiation, we
recorded glycine-induced currents in the absence and presence of
the speciﬁc GluN1 antagonist MDL-29951 (MDL) from wt and NTDdeleted GluN1/GluN3A receptors. We found that the glycineinduced currents of GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors were only
weakly potentiated by 0.2 mM MDL (~2-fold; Fig. 2A and Table 1),
whereas wt GluN1/GluN3A receptors were strongly potentiated by
the antagonist (>20-fold; p < 0.001; Fig. 2A,C, and Table 1; see also
Madry et al. 2007a). Interestingly, in the presence of saturating
glycine and MDL concentrations the Imax values of the wt and NTDdeleted receptors were almost identical (3.4 ± 0.6 and 3.8 ± 0.5 mA;
p > 0.05; Fig. 2D), whereas they differed >12-fold upon application
of glycine alone (Fig. 2B). Thus, the NTDs of GluN1/GluN3A receptors determine not only maximal glycine-inducible currents but
also antagonist-induced receptor potentiation.
Next, we assessed the impact of single NTD-deletions on
glycine-mediated GluN1/GluN3A receptor currents. The Imax values
of GluN1/GluN3ADNTD receptors were signiﬁcantly higher
(1.12 ± 0.25 mA) than those of GluN1DNTD/GluN3A (Imax:
0.15 ± 0.03 mA; p < 0.001) and of wt GluN1/GluN3A (Imax:
0.15 ± 0.02 mA; p < 0.001) receptors (Fig. 2A,B, and Table 1), but not
signiﬁcantly different from GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors (Imax:
1.90 ± 0.23 mA, p > 0.05). Hence, the GluN1- and GluN3A NTDs
inﬂuence the function of GluN1/GluN3A receptors differentially.
When measuring the extent of MDL potentiation of the singly NTDdeleted receptors, GluN1DNTD/GluN3A receptors were still strongly
potentiated by MDL (~19-fold; Fig. 2C and Table 1), whereas GluN1/
GluN3ADNTD receptors showed only weak potentiation (~2-fold;
Fig. 2C and Table 1). Again, in the presence of saturating glycine and
MDL concentrations maximal inducible currents of all GluN1/
GluN3A receptor combinations tested were almost identical (between 2.8 ± 0.9 and 3.8 ± 0.5 mA; p > 0.05; Fig. 2D). Together these
results show that the GluN3A NTDs are major determinants of the
efﬁcacy of GluN1/GluN3A receptors, whereas the GluN1-NTDs
seem not involved.
Since current potentiation by the GluN1 glycine-site antagonist
MDL was drastically impaired in GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD and
GluN1/GluN3ADNTD receptors, we asked whether deletion of the
GluN3A NTDs affects agonist-evoked auto-inhibition caused by
glycine binding to the GluN1 subunit. Co-expression of the glycine
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Fig. 1. Functional and biochemical analysis of wt and NTD-deleted GluN1/GluN3 receptors. (A) Example traces illustrating glycine-evoked currents of GluN1/GluN3A vs. GluN1DNTD/
GluN3ADNTD receptors (left) and GluN1/GluN3B vs. GluN1DNTD/GluN3BDNTD receptors (right) in the presence of 20 mM and 1 mM glycine, respectively. Quantiﬁcation of maximal
glycine-induced GluN1/GluN3 receptor currents (Imax; ***, p < 0.001; n ¼ 7e16). Note that the NTD-deleted GluN1/GluN3 receptors showed signiﬁcantly larger currents compared to
the respective wt receptors. (B) Example traces illustrating glycine-evoked currents of GluN1-His/GluN3A and GluN1DNTD-His/GluN3ADNTD receptors (left) in the presence of 1 mM
glycine. Note that the maximal glycine-induced currents of the GluN1-His/GluN3A and GluN1DNTD-His/GluN3ADNTD receptors were similar to those obtained with the respective
untagged wt constructs (see Fig. 1A). Autoradiogram of the SDS-PAGE of metabolically labeled and afﬁnity-puriﬁed wt GluN1-His/GluN3A and GluN1DNTD-His/GluN3ADNTD receptor
complexes (right). (C) For analyzing the subunit stoichiometry of wt and NTD-deleted GluN1/GluN3A NMDA receptors, gel lanes containing the [35S]methionine-labeled GluN1/
GluN3A-proteins were scanned using a PhosphorImager, and the relative ratios of radioactivities of the GluN1 and GluN3A subunits were determined (left and middle).
Measured 35S ratios of wt GluN1/GluN3A and GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors are in good agreement with the theoretical ratios of 1.07 and 0.93 (dashed lines), respectively, as
calculated based on the number of methionine residues present per mature or NTD-deleted GluN1 and GluN3A subunit (right). (D) Comparison of the intensities of afﬁnity-puriﬁed
Cy5 surface labeled wt GluN1/GluN3A (lanes 1e3) and GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors (lanes 4e6) by SDS-PAGE revealed similar surface expression levels. EndoH and PNGase F
treatment is shown below the respective lanes, indicating surface location of wt and NTD-deleted GluN1 and GluN3A subunits. ctrl, Uninjected oocytes.

Table 1
Pharmacology of recombinant wild type and mutant GluN1/GluN3A NMDA receptors.
Subunit composition

Imax [mA]

EC50 glycine [mM]

MDL-potentiation [x-fold]a

GluN1/GluN3A
GluN1DNTD/GluN3A
GluN1/GluN3ADNTD
GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD
GluN1F466A/GluN3A
GluN1F466A/GluN3ADNTD
GluN1/GluN3AR319Cox
GluN1/GluN3AR319Cred
GluN1/GluN3AЕ498А
GluN1/GluN3AH509D
GluN1/GluN3B
GluN1DNTD/GluN3BDNTD

0.15 ± 0.02 (16)
0.15 ± 0.03 (8)
1.12 ± 0.25*** (14)
1.90 ± 0.23*** (9)
2.47 ± 0.4*** (5)
2.24 ± 0.26*** (6)
0.039 ± 0.02** (4)
0.24 ± 0.09 (4)
1.64 ± 0.29*** (9)
0.48 ± 0.11*** (8)
0.03 ± 0.002 (10)
0.7 ± 0.18*** (9)

6.5 ± 1.2 (11)
19 ± 3.2* (6)
23 ± 0.95* (4)
33 ± 2.4* (10)
82 ± 11** (4)x
69 ± 10** (3)
55 ± 6.4** (3)
5.2 ± 0.9 (3)
9.4 ± 1.8 (4)
11 ± 2.7 (3)
6.0 ± 0.3 (3)
11 ± 0.5* (3)

22 ± 2.6 (9)
18.8 ± 4 (6)
3.5 ± 0.85*** (4)
2 ± 0.2*** (7)
1.07 ± 0.2*** (5)
1.04 ± 0.1*** (6)
44.4 ± 5.2** (5)
17.5 ± 3.2 (4)
3.2 ± 0.8*** (9)
10.5 ± 3.3** (5)
nd
nd

Values represent means ± SEM. Numbers of experiments given in parentheses.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
a
In the presence of 1 mM glycine and 0.2 mM MDL-29951.x - taken from Madry et al. (2007a); nd e not determined.
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Fig. 2. Analysis of NTD-deleted GluN1/GluN3A and GluN1F466A/GluN3A receptor combinations on maximal inducible receptor currents (Imax)and GluN1-glycine binding site
antagonist (MDL)-induced potentiation. (A) Comparison of superimposed glycine- (black) and glycine/MDL-induced (gray) current traces of wt and NTD-deleted GluN1/GluN3A and
GluN1F466A/GluN3A receptors. (B) Quantiﬁcation of maximal glycine-induced GluN1/GluN3A receptor currents (Imax; ***, p < 0.001; n ¼ 7e16). Data from GluN1/GluN3A and
GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors are taken from Fig. 1A. (C) Quantiﬁcation of glycine-induced currents shows that GluN1/GluN3A and GluN1DNTD/GluN3A receptors were much
stronger potentiated by MDL (0.2 mM) than GluN1/GluN3ADNTD, GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD, GluN1F466A/GluN3A and GluN1F466A/GluN3ADNTD receptors. (D) Analysis of MDLpotentiated glycine currents (1 mM) from wt and NTD-deleted GluN1/GluN3A mutant receptors. Note that all GluN1/GluN3A receptor combinations tested generated similar
maximal inducible currents in response to saturating glycine and MDL concentrations (between 2.4 and 3.8 mA; p > 0.05).

binding site mutant GluN1F466A (Madry et al. 2007a) with the
GluN3A and GluN3ADNTD subunits resulted in large glycine currents
which were not potentiated in the presence of MDL (Fig. 2A,C).
Strikingly, GluN1F466A/GluN3A and GluN1F466A/GluN3ADNTD receptor currents resembled those seen with GluN1/GluN3A and
GluN1DNTD/GluN3A receptors in the presence of MDL, and with
GluN1/GluN3ADNTD and GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD receptors in the
absence of MDL (Fig. 2B,D). Hence we attribute the decrease in
current potentiation by MDL seen upon deletion of the GluN3A
NTDs to the selective loss of agonist-evoked auto-inhibition caused
by glycine binding to the GluN1 subunit.
3.3. Oxidative crosslinking of the GluN3A NTD and mutations
within the GluN3A NTD-LBD-linker region affect GluN1/GluN3A
receptor efﬁcacy
To identify molecular determinants within the GluN3-NTDs
determining GluN1/GluN3A receptor efﬁcacy, we generated a homology model of the GluN1/GluN3A receptor (Fig. 3A inset). This
GluN1/GluN3A model is based on the recently published crystal
structure of the GluN1/GluN2B NMDA receptor, which implicates
the existence of a homophilic intersubunit interface between the
GluN2B-NTDs conferring conformational mobility at the level of
the NTDs (Lee et al., 2014). Based on our model, we introduced a
single amino acid substitution into the a5 helix of the predicted
interface of GluN3A NTDs by exchanging arginine 319 by a cysteine
residue (GluN3AR319C; see Fig. 3A with enlargement). This substitution is homologous to mutation lysine 216 to cysteine in the
GluN2B subunit (GluN2BK216C), a substitution assumed to decrease
NTD-ﬂexibility by forming an intersubunit disulﬁde bond between
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the two GluN2B NTDs under non-reducing conditions (Lee et al.,
2014). To investigate whether oxidative crosslinking of the GluN3AR319C NTDs affects glyine efﬁcacy, we tested for spontaneous
disulﬁde bond formation between the GluN3A NTDs by measuring
the currents of GluN1/GluN3AR319C mutant receptors elicited by a
saturating concentration of glycine (1 mM) in the absence or
presence of the reducing agent dithiothreitol (DTT). Co-expression
of the GluN3A NTD interface mutant GluN3AR319C with the wt
GluN1 subunit resulted in glycine-gated maximal currents that in
the absence of DTT were about 4-fold smaller than those of the wt
GluN1/GluN3A receptor (GluN1/GluN3A: 0.15 ± 0.02 mA, GluN1/
GluN3AR319Cox: 0.039 ± 0.02 mA; p < 0.01; Fig. 3C and Table 1).
Notably, in the presence of 2 mM DTT the peak amplitude of
glycine-induced GluN1/GluN3AR319C receptor currents was
increased to wt levels (GluN1/GluN3AR319Cred: 0.24 ± 0.09 mA;
Fig. 3C and Table 1), whereas the Imax values of wt GluN1/GluN3A
receptors were not affected by DTT treatment (data not shown).
This indicates that under oxidizing conditions the cysteine substitution R319C in the GluN3A NTD allows for the formation of an
intersubunit disulﬁde bond that strengthens interface interactions
amongst GluN3A NTDs by simultaneously weakening their
mobility and thereby reduces agonist responses. In the presence of
DTT, this disulﬁde bond is cleaved, and hence the Imax value of
GluN1/GluN3AR319Cred receptors is comparable to that of the wt
GluN1/GluN3A receptor. Furthermore, the apparent glycine afﬁnity
of GluN1/GluN3AR319Cox receptors determined in the absence of
DTT was signiﬁcantly lower than that of both the wt and the GluN1/
GluN3AR319Cred receptors (EC50: 55 ± 6 mM vs. 5.2 ± 0.9 and
6.5 ± 1.2 mM; p < 0.01; Fig, 3B and Table 1). Next we examined the
effect of DTT treatment on the MDL-mediated potentiation of
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glycine-gated currents of the GluN1/GluN3AR319C receptor.
Whereas in its oxidized, cross-linked state MDL evoked a ~45-fold
potentiation with an Imax of 1.81 ± 0.3 mA, it potentiated GluN1/
GluN3AR319Cred currents only to about wt receptor levels (~17-fold)
with an Imax of 4.1 ± 0.7 mA in the presence of DTT (Fig. 3D,E and
Table 1). Thus, conformational changes within the GluN3A NTDs
are essential for regulating GluN1/GluN3A gating efﬁcacy and
apparent glycine afﬁnity.
To investigate the functional impact of the GluN3A NTD-LBD
linker region for transmitting conformational ﬂexibility from the
extracellular NTDdomains to the LBDs, which has been shown in
GluN1/GluN2 receptors (Gielen et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2009b) to
mediate NTD signaling, we introduced point mutations in a region
of GluN3A which is homologous to the NTD-LBD linker region of the
GluN1/GluN2B NMDA receptor (Lee et al., 2014, Fig. 3A; residues
493e512). We focussed on i) the negatively charged residue GluN3AE498, as the homologous residue in GluN2 subunits play a
crucial role in determining receptor kinetics in GluN1/GluN2 receptors (Gielen et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2009b), and ii) the aromatic
side chain GluN3AH509 which, relying on the homology model,
stabilizes the linker by interacting with the GluN3A NTD. Analysis
of the mutant GluN1/GluN3AE498A and GluN1/GluN3AH509D receptors revealed signiﬁcantly larger glycine-evoked currents as
compared to the wt GluN1/GluN3A receptor (~11- and ~3-fold,
respectively; p < 0.001; Fig. 3C and Table 1), whereas no differences
in apparent glycine EC50 values were found (Fig. 3B; Table 1).
Remarkably, GluN1/GluN3AE498A receptors displayed an Imax
similar to the one obtained upon deletion of the entire GluN3A NTD
in GluN1/GluN3ADNTD receptors (Fig. 3C; see also Fig. 2B). We also
examined the MDL-mediated potentiation of glycine-gated currents in the two mutant receptors; in both, it was markedly
decreased as compared to wt GluN1/GluN3A receptors (GluN1/
GluN3AE498A: ~3-fold; and GluN1/GluN3AH509D: ~11-fold; p < 0.001
and p < 0.01, respectively; Fig. 3D and Table 1). Interestingly, in the
presence of saturating glycine and MDL concentrations the
maximal inducible currents of wt and GluN1/GluN3A linker mutant
receptors were almost identical (p > 0.05; Fig. 2D). Thus, in addition
to the GluN3A NTDs the region linking the GluN3-NTD to the
GluN3-LBD functions as an important structural determinant of the
efﬁcacy of GluN1/GluN3A receptors.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we show that deletion of the GluN3A NTDs
markedly increases maximal glycine-inducible currents of recombinant GluN1/GluN3 receptors whereas deletion of the NTD of the
GluN1 subunit has no effect. Since current potentiation by the
GluN1 glycine-site antagonist MDL was virtually abolished in
GluN1DNTD/GluN3ADNTD and GluN1/GluN3ADNTD receptors, and as
neither receptor assembly nor cell surface expression were altered
upon NTD deletion, we attribute this result to the selective loss of
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agonist-evoked auto-inhibition caused by glycine-binding to the
GluN1 subunit. Cysteine substitution of residue GluN3AR319 within
the putative GluN3A NTD subunit interface and charge neutralization or inversion at residues GluN3AE498 and GluN3AH509 in the
GluN3A NTD-LBD linker region affected speciﬁcally MDLpotentiation of the glycine-inducible currents of the mutant receptors. Therefore, we suggest that in GluN1/GluN3A receptors
both the putative GluN3A NTD subunit interface and the GluN3A
NTD LBD linker region participate in regulating the efﬁcacy of
glycine at the GluN1 LBDs.
4.1. Roles of NTDs in NMDAR assembly and function
Although there have been numerous reports on the process of
NMDA receptor assembly, its mechanism remains controversial.
Some results obtained on conventional GluN1/GluN2 receptors
imply that NTD interactions mediate the initial association of two
subunits into a homo-dimer (Papadakis et al., 2004; Qiu et al.,
2005; Farina et al., 2011). This is presumably followed by the association of the GluN1 and GluN2 homo-dimers into the ﬁnal
tetrameric NMDAR, an idea which is based on studies of AMPA and
kainate receptor assembly (Hansen et al., 2010). However, we and
others have shown that deleting the NTDs does not affect the assembly of conventional GluN1/GluN2 receptors (Fayyazuddin et al.,
2000; Hu and Zheng, 2005; Madry et al., 2007b), which supports
the view that the NTDs of conventional NMDARs are primarily
structural determinants involved in the allosteric regulation of the
open probability of the ion channel and of the agonist response by
modulatory compounds (Costa et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2013). In line
with this conclusion reached for conventional GluN1/GluN2 receptors, our present and previous studies (Schuler et al., 2008;
Madry et al., 2008) of the less examined glycine-gated GluN1/
GluN3A receptors also demonstrate that deletion of the NTDs affect
mainly receptor efﬁcacy and not cell-surface expression. However,
since interactions between the GluN3A NTDs are not required for
Zn2þ modulation (Madry et al. 2008), differences in modulatory
Zn2þ binding sites have to exist between conventional GluN1/
GluN2 and glycine-gated GluN1/GluN3 NMDA receptors (Paoletti
and Neyton, 2007). In summary, our data strengthen the view
that the NTDs are not required for the formation of either glutamate- and glycine-gated NMDA receptors.
Based on the results presented here, we suggest that the major
role of the GluN3-NTDs in GluN1/GluN3 NMDA receptors is to
reduce the efﬁcacy of glycine-induced channel opening. Our results
clearly show that the GluN1 and the GluN3 NTDs do not equally
participate in determining GluN1/GluN3A receptor efﬁcacy; rather
the GluN3A NTD constitutes the important domain (see Fig. 2). Our
results are in line with studies on conventional GluN1/GluN2
NMDA receptors, where it was shown that in particular the NTDs of
GluN2 subunits control subunit-speciﬁc receptor gating by undergoing large-range conformational changes, thereby dictating

Fig. 3. Effects of GluN3A NTD crosslinking and GluN3A NTD-LBD linker region mutations on the functional properties of GluN1/GluN3A receptors. (A) Lateral view of two GluN3A
subunits (shown in blue and green, respectively) within the tetrameric GluN1/GluN3A receptor complex (for simplicity, only the GluN3A dimer of the tetrameric receptor is shown).
The approximate positions of the GluN3A NTD-interface (red square) and NTD-LBD-linker (gray square) with the respective mutations introduced are indicated. Enlargements:
Detailed views of the GluN3A NTDs with the a5 helix showing the intersubunit R319C disulﬁde bond in yellow, and of the assumed GluN3A NTD-LBD linker region with residues
E498 and H509 in red. Inset, lower right: Overall view of the homology model of the GluN1/GluN3A NMDA receptor based on the crystal structure of GluN1/GluN2B receptors (Lee
et al., 2014) The tetrameric GluN1/GluN3A receptor is arranged as dimer of GluN1/GluN3A-heterodimers. GluN1 and GluN3A subunits are shown in red and yellow, and blue and
green, colors, respectively. Note that the model lacks the cytoplasmic residues. (B) Glycine-dose response curves of GluN1/GluN3AR319Cox (-), GluN1/GluN3AR319Cred (in the
presence of 2 mM DTT) (A), GluN1/GluN3E498A (C) and GluN/GluN3AH509D receptors (:). WT doseeresponse curve is shown in red. (C) Maximal inducible currents induced by
application of 1 mM glycine for GluN1/GluN3AR319C (oxidized and reduced form), GluN1/GluN3AE498A and GluN1/GluN3AH509D receptors. GluN1/GluN3AE498A and GluN1/GluN3AH509D receptors exhibit signiﬁcantly increased receptor currents as compared to the wt GluN1/GluN3A receptor. (D) Quantiﬁcation of MDL-mediated potentiation of 1 mM
glycine-induced currents for wt and GluN3A NTD mutant receptors. (E) MDL-induced glycine Imax values of wt and mutant GluN1/GluN3A receptors. Note that in the absence of
2 mM DTT only GluN1/GluN3AR319Cox receptors showed a signiﬁcant change in maximal inducible current in the presence of saturating MDL and glycine concentrations (p < 0.05).
NTD, N-terminal domain; LBD, ligand-binding domain; CD, channel domain. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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parameters such as agonist afﬁnity, deactivation time course,
channel open probability and desensitization kinetics of the receptor (Yuan et al., 2009b; Gielen et al., 2009; Madry et al., 2007b).
Based on the recent X-ray crystal structure of a GluN1/GluN2 receptor complex, which revealed a unique arrangement of the
GluN2 NTDs with distinct intersubunit interactions, it is assumed
that the GluN2 NTDs exert their actions via affecting the GluN1/
GluN2 LBD interfaces (Lee et al., 2014). However, the importance of
these dimer interfaces in subunit-speciﬁc receptor regulation is still
poorly understood. Based on the results presented here we suggest
that i) conformational stability of the homophilic intersubunit interactions of the GluN3 NTDs is important for the auto-inhibitory
effect of the GluN1 LBD, and ii) that agonist-dependent auto-inhibition of the GluN1/GluN3 receptors originates from the interaction
between GluN3 NTDs rather than by interactions between GluN1/
GluN3 LBDs alone.
4.2. Roles of the NTD-LBD linker region and the putative NTDeNTD
interface in determining NMDAR efﬁcacy
As discussed above, it is well known that the GluN2 NTDs
modulate the kinetic properties of conventional NMDARs (Yuan
et al., 2009b; Gielen et al., 2009; Madry et al., 2007b). Additionally, the region linking the GluN2 NTDs and LBDs has been shown to
participate in the regulation of GluN1/GluN2 channel properties
(Yuan et al., 2009b; Gielen et al., 2009). When swapping the NTDs,
and thereby their modulatory properties, between different GluN2
subtypes, it was necessary to in addition transpose the linker regions in order to achieve a full functional switch (Yuan et al., 2009b;
Gielen et al., 2009). However, the exact mechanism that couples the
modulatory properties of the GluN2 NTDs and their NTD-LBD linker
regions to channel activation is yet unknown. Similar to the
aforementioned ﬁndings obtained for the GluN2 NTD-LBD linkers,
we observed that substitutions within the GluN3A NTD-LBD linker
region markedly enhance the glycine efﬁcacy of GluN1/GluN3A
receptors. Since detailed information about the structure and
conformation of the linker of any of the iGluR members is lacking,
we assume that speciﬁc side-chain interactions within the NTDLBD linker regions are important for regulatory interdomain interactions (Yuan et al., 2009b; Gielen et al., 2009; Furukawa, 2012).
Sterical restriction of the putative homophilic GluN3A NTD
interface by oxidative crosslinking of GluN1/GluN3R319C receptors
led to a decreased glyine Imax. The importance of this GluN3 NTD
interface in reducing receptor efﬁcacy becomes also obvious when
comparing the Imax values of the GluN1/GluN3A and GluN1/GluN3B
receptors with that of heterotrimeric GluN1/GluN3A/GluN3B receptors, which lack a homophilic GluN3 NTD interface (Madry et al.,
2010; Smothers and Woodward, 2007) and display much larger
glycine-gated currents. Interestingly, co-expression of GluN3 with
the classical GluN1 and GluN2 receptor subunits seems to result in
reduced maximal agonist-inducible currents, suggesting that
GluN3 subunits might serve as dominant-negative regulators of
NMDARs (Chatterton et al., 2002; Das et al., 1998). Hence, although
the role of GluN2/GluN3 NTD interactions in such tri-heteromeric
NMDA receptors is still enigmatic, they are likely to play an
important role in regulating the efﬁcacy of NMDARs containing
both GluN2 and GluN3 subunits. Notably, the NTD is structurally
the most diverse domain in the iGluR subunits, and the tetrameric
arrangement of the NTDs has been shown to differ signiﬁcantly
between non-NMDARs and NMDARs (Sobolevsky et al., 2009; Dutta
et al., 2012; Karakas and Furukawa, 2014). Clearly further structural
studies of the NTD-interfaces are required to unravel how NTD
interactions determine the functional properties of NMDARs.
Since the NTDs of NMDA receptors provide binding sites for
modulators and are involved in the ﬁne-tuning of receptor gating
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and pharmacological properties, cleavage of the NTDs should have
signiﬁcant impact on NMDA receptor function. Interestingly, proteolytic cleavage of the GluN2 NTDs of NMDA receptors by tissueplasminogen activator (tPA) has been suggested to result in
altered pharmacological properties under pathological conditions
(Yuan et al., 2009a; Ng et al., 2012). Similarly, proteolytic processing
of GluN3 subunits within the NTD-LBD linker region could result in
profound functional alterations of GluN3-containing NMDA receptors. For the GluN1 subunit, an activity-dependent cleavage of
the extracellular domain by matrix metalloproteases has been reported previously (Pauly et al., 2008).
4.3. Conclusions
The present study establishes a prominent role of the GluN3
NTDs and NTD/LBD linker regions in determining the glycine efﬁcacy of GluN1/GluN3 NMDA receptors. In contrast to deletion of the
GluN1 NTD, deletion of the GluN3A (and B) NTDs resulted in strong
increases of glycine-induced maximal currents by abolishing
glycine-mediated receptor auto-inhibiton. Together, our results
disclose differential roles of the different NMDA receptor subunit
NTDs and emphasize the importance of the GluN3 NTDs in regulating GluN1/GluN3 receptor function. Drugs which target the
GluN3 NTD might provide powerful tools for the selective modulation of glycine-activated NMDA receptors in vivo.
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Abstract: Tetrameric ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) mediate excitatory
neurotransmission in the mammalian central nervous system and are involved in
learning, memory formation, and pathological processes. Based on structural and
sequence similarities of the ligand-binding and channel domains of iGluR subunits to
bacterial binding proteins and potassium channels, iGluRs are thought to have
originally arisen from their fusion. Here we report the functional coupling of the
bacterial ectoine binding protein EhuB to the channel pore-forming transmembrane
domains of the bacterial GluR0 receptor by stabilization of dimeric binding domains.
Insertion of a disulfide bridge in the dimer interface abolished desensitization of the
channel current analogous to mammalian iGluRs. These results demonstrate the
functional compatibility of bacterial binding proteins to the gate of the channel pore of
an iGluR. Moreover, our results highlight the modular structure and crucial role of
binding domain dimerization in the functional evolution of iGluRs.
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Introduction
Tetrameric ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluR) mediate the majority of excitatory
neurotransmission in the central nervous system by converting a chemical signal
(neurotransmitter) into an electrical signal (Traynelis et al., 2010). Based on their
pharmacological properties, vertebrate iGluRs can be subdivided into four
subfamilies: α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoaxazolepropionic acid (AMPA), kainate
(KA), N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), and δ-receptors. Additional members of the
iGluR family can be found among the entire animal kingdom (Ramos-Vicente et al.,
2018), in plants (Lam et al., 1998) and bacteria (Chen et al., 1999). Despite their
diverse physiological functions, all eukaryotic iGluRs share the same modular
architecture (Fig 1a). They consist of an extracellular N-terminal domain (NTD), an
extracellular ligand-binding domain (LBD), a transmembrane domain (TMD; M1, M3,
M4) including the pore loop (M2) and an intracellular C-terminal domain (CTD). The
LBD is a two-lobed domain composed of an extracellular region (called D1 or S1)
preceding the first transmembrane domain M1 and a second extracellular region
(called D2 or S2) connecting the transmembrane segments M3 and M4. Glutamate
occupation of the LBDs, which are arranged as two dimers in a “back-to-back”
fashion in the tetrameric receptor, induces a closure of both clamshell-like domains
that is transduced towards the TMD and results in permeation of Na+, K+ and Ca2+ ions across the cell membrane (Armstrong et al., 2006; Dürr et al., 2014; Sobolevsky
et al., 2009a). Nevertheless, the emergence of their modular architecture remains
most widely unknown. The shared complex architecture of eukaryotic iGluRs
suggests an ancient separation of the protein family (Lam et al., 1998; Price et al.,
2012) with a common ancestor that can be traced back as far as bacteria (Chen et
al., 1999; Janovjak et al., 2011). Prokaryotic iGluR subunits, such as GluR0 (Chen et
al., 1999), display a simplified architecture, lacking the third transmembrane segment
M4 and an NTD, while also exhibiting unique functional and pharmacological
features, including a potassium selectivity filter and the ability to be activated by a
broad range of amino acids. Interestingly, individual domain segments of iGluRs
share structural similarities with other prokaryotic protein families. Thus, the LBD of
iGluRs are structural homologue to class II bacterial solute binding proteins (SBP)
(Felder et al., 1999) and the TMD displays an inverted architecture of tetrameric K+channels (Doyle et al., 1998; Sobolevsky et al., 2009b), leading to the proposal that
iGluRs possibly arose by the fusion of SBP and potassium channels. Recent findings
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confirm the general kinship between K+-channels and iGluRs by coupling an iGluR
LBD to a small viral K+-channel (Schönrock et al., 2019), highlighting a conserved
activation mechanism of the channel pore in both protein families. However, the
overall sequence identities between iGluRs and SBPs are low (Tikhonov and
Magazanik, 2009) and the evolutionary link between SBP and iGluR remains unclear.
SBP mediate the uptake of a large variety of substances across the cell membrane
(Tam and Saier, 1993) and is further involved in chemotaxis and DNA regulation
(Lewis et al., 1996). Despite a low sequence similarity, SBP display, like iGluR LBDs,
a highly conserved three-dimensional clamshell-like structure composed of two α/β
domains (D1 and D2), connected by a small hinge with one to three interconnecting
strands. Based on their topological arrangements SBPs can divided into two classes
(Fukami-Kobayashi et al., 1999) or more recently in seven clusters (Berntsson et al.,
2010; Scheepers et al., 2016). Ligand binding takes place between the interface of
the D1 and D2 subdomains and initiate a closure in a venus fly-trap mechanism (Mao
and Mccammon, 1984), a key element in ligand recognition and signal transduction in
all SBP associated protein families.
Although iGluR LBDs and SBPs share some similarities in their overall structure and
ligand recognition the functional compatibility of SBP to gate the channel pore of an
iGluR has not been investigated. Here, we coupled in a proof of principle concept the
bacterial ectoine binding protein EhuB to the channel pore of GluR0, building a
functional ectoine activated receptor. With this approach, we provide the first
experimental evidence that iGluRs originated by the fusion of an amino acid SBP to
an ion channel. Further, our results highlight a conserved ligand binding mechanism
in both protein families and the role of LBD dimerization in the functional evolution of
iGluR from SBPs.

Results
Identification of an iGluR LBD structure-homologous SBP
The structural and molecular requirements for SBPs to build a LBD that is functionally
linked with an (iGluR) channel pore to connect ligand binding with channel opening,
which may provide insights into the evolution of iGluRs, remains widely unknown. To
study these requirements, we wanted to create a functional chimeric receptor by
replacing the LBD of the bacterial GluR0 receptor with a structurally related class II
4
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bacterial SBP. The bacterial GluR0 receptor was chosen due to its less complex
architecture compared to eukaryotic iGluRs, characterized by the lack of an NTD, a
M4 helix and an CTD, possibly displaying an evolutionary link between potassium
channels, SBP and iGluRs (Chen et al., 1999). In the first step, we wanted to identify
a SBP related to the GluR0 LBD. Due to the high number of SBPs and their low
sequence identity, commonly below 20% (Berntsson et al., 2010), we decided to
identify related bacterial SBPs based on their structural similarities using the Vast(+)
algorithm (Madej et al., 2014). For protein identification, it must be considered that
the extent of LBD closure must be conserved since it possibly contributes to a
sufficient receptor activation (Neali Armstrong and Gouaux, 2000; Gill et al., 2008)
and that additional SBDs that are part of enzyme complexes or gene regulators with
different functional adaptions could be identified. Therefore, we used the structure of
the glutamate-bound closed GluR0-LBD conformation (Mayer et al., 2001) (PDB ID:
1ii5) as a search template to ensure a similar extent of domain closure upon ligand
binding (see Materials and Methods section). The 391 identified structures with rootmean-square deviation (RMSD) values up to 4 Å were further manually inspected to
remove duplicates and open or unliganded structures, as well as structures of
enzymes and gene regulators. To analyze the structural relationship and features
between SBP and iGluR LBDs, the RMSD values of the 94 remaining SBPs and
SBDs were further used to create a structural distance tree using the kitsch program
(Fig. 1b, Supplementary Table S1). In general, the structures can be divided into 3
clusters according to Berntsson et al., 2010. The largest cluster F comprises of SBPs
with two hinge segments (8-10 amino acids each) that bind a wide variety of
substrates including amino acids, trigonal planar anions, compatible solutes and iron,
and all iGluR LBDs. Interestingly, all iGluR LBDs form a small sub-cluster with a
branching order supporting the current assumption with GluR0 representing a
bacterial iGluR archetype and the freshwater bdelloid rotifer AvGluR1 (Janovjak et
al., 2011) as a transitional stage between pro- and eukaryotic iGluRs. The third
cluster D, which displays only SBPs, is characterized by two short hinge segments
(4-5 amino acids each) and binds various substances like sugars, phosphates, iron
and molybdate. Cluster E is placed between clusters D and F, exhibiting exclusively
SBDs of TRAP- and TT-transporters. Interestingly, almost all SBPs that are
structurally closely related to the iGluR bind amino acids or derivatives. Further
analysis revealed that a common feature of this amino acid binding protein group is a
5
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short C-terminus with a similar length as found in GluR0, relatively to position Ser366
in the GluR0 LBD (Fig 1c), compared to non-amino acid binding proteins (p < 0.0001,
Student’s two-tailed, unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction). The extended C-termini
of non-amino acid binding proteins often attached to the upper D1-lobe, forming the
LBD interface in iGluRs. Surprisingly, the ectoine binding protein EhuB is listed as the
most related non-amino acid SBP to the GluR0 LBD within cluster II. EhuB is part of
ABC transporter system Ehu from Sinorhizobium meliloti, that mediates the uptake of
the compatible solutes ectoine and hydroxyectoine with high affinity (Kd = 1.6 µM)
under osmotic stress (Hanekop et al., 2007). Despite a sequence identity of only 17
%, EhuB shows an almost identical overall structure to the GluR0 LBD with a RMSD
of 2.2 Å and 216 of 258 superimposed amino acids (Figure 1c). Furthermore, both
binding domains share a similar rotation angle in the closed, liganded conformation.
These convenient features provided for us the basis of a proof-of-concept approach
to combine the ectoine binding protein EhuB (PDB ID 2Q88) with the channel pore of
GluR0. Since EhuB presumably evolved in absence of any adaptive constrains to
gate the pore of ion channels it substantiate the general mechanistic and evolutional
capability of SBPs to gate an ion channel by converting chemical information into an
electric signal.
Replacement of the GluR0 LBD with the ectoine binding protein
To examine whether GluR0 can serve as a foundation for functionally coupling the
ectoine binding protein EhuB to its channel pore, we first expressed the codon
optimized GluR0 receptor containing a GluR6 signal peptide and a N-terminal c-Myc
tag in Xenopus laevis oocytes. Injected oocytes produced glutamate dependent
inward currents at -80 mV in potassium ringer solution (100 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 5
mM HEPES, pH 7.4) with maximum peak currents of 162.5 ± 51.2 nA (mean ± SEM;
n = 4) and an EC50 value of 29.9 ± 5 µM. After testing the applicability of GluR0 for
receptor chimera design, we first asked if the fusion of the unmodified EhuB binding
protein with the GluR0 TMD is sufficient to gate the channel pore. This chimeric
receptor is further termed GluR0EhuB. In GluR0, the LBD is subdivided into two
subdomains separated by the TMD and connected by two linkers. In the absence of a
full-length GluR0 crystal structure, we estimated the connection position between the
GluR0 linkers and the prospective EhuB LBD by superposition of the crystal
structures of both binding domains (Fig. 2a,b). The previously described ends of the
GluR0 LBD lobes (P139, A255) (Mayer et al., 2001) were set as a reference point
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and EhuB was fused at position K132 and N135 with the GluR0 S1-M1 and M2-S2
linkers. To maintain the original GluR0 linker length, positions K133, G134 in EhuB
were deleted in the GluR0EhuB receptor. Additionally, the construct was codon
optimized and the native EhuB signal peptide was replaced by a GluR6 signal
peptide, followed by a c-Myc tag (see materials and methods section). The construct
was expressed in oocytes and measured in potassium ringer solution without sodium
chloride (100 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) at -80 mV. Unfortunately,
we could not observe a ligand dependent current after the application of various
ectoine concentrations (1 nM – 1 mM). Analyzing the total and surface expression by
surface biotinylation and western blot (Fig. 2d) revealed a clear band at the
calculated molecular weight of approximately 40 kDa. We therefore concluded that
the GluR0EhuB chimera was expressed at the cell surface, indicating that receptor
folding and assembly is not impaired.
Optimization of the ectoine binding protein as LBD
The LBDs of iGluRs exhibit extensive intermolecular interactions within the D1 lobe,
responsible for LBD dimerization between two adjacent subunits (N Armstrong and
Gouaux, 2000; Sobolevsky et al., 2009c; Yelshanskaya et al., 2014). After ligand
binding, the dimerization interface maintaining the D1-lobes in a back-to-back dimer
arrangement, allowing the D2-lobes to separate from each other. This separation is a
key step to induce the transduction of the conformational change within the LBD
towards the membrane pore. Therefore, the LBD interface is crucial for channel
activity by converting conformational changes within the LBD to channel opening, a
feature that is probably missing in the bacterial EhuB SBP in the absence of any
specific evolutionary adaption. In GluR0, the dimerization interface is characterized
by several hydrogen bonds and van der Waals contacts mainly formed by 9 amino
acids (V113, A118, E348, N349, Q353, K354, L361, N362, Y365) (Mayer et al.,
2001). Further, EhuB exhibits an extended C-terminus, compared to the GluR0 LBD,
formed by three helices (10-12), interacting with the same D1 area that promotes
LBD dimerization in iGluRs. We speculated that the missing LBD dimer-interface and
the large C-terminus in GluR0EhuB might prevent a specific D1-D1 LBD dimerization,
resulting in a non-functional receptor chimera. Therefore, we decided to design a
receptor chimera containing the GluR0 LBD dimer-interface in the fused ectoinebinding domain, hereinafter termed as GluR0EhuBInt (Int for interface). By structural
superposition, we identified the amino acid positions in EhuB congruent with the
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amino acids mediating LBD dimerization in GluR0 (Fig. 2b,c). Due to the low
deviations between the cα-atoms of both structures in the interface region (0.7 to 1.9
Å), we substituted the corresponding amino acids in the EhuB-binding domain
(positions M108V, C113A, K235E, E238N, R241Q, D242K, A249L, K250N and
E254Y according to EhuB) to reconstruct the GluR0 LBD dimerization interface.
Since the C-terminal helices 10-12 in the original EhuB binding protein presumably
interfere with LBD dimerization, we additionally deleted this part in the GluR0EhuBInt
receptor chimera. GluR0EhuBInt was also well expressed and located at the cell
surface, as indicated by western blot and surface biotinylation (Fig. 2d). Application of
10 µM ectoine (Fig. 2e), which lies in the physiological recognition range of EhuB,
leaded to a ligand depended inward current of 347 ± 120 nA (mean ± SEM; n = 6) in
oocytes and 79.3 ± 47.1 pA (mean ± SEM; n = 4) in HEK293 cells with a rapid
inactivation. Unfortunately, receptor currents were tremendously reduced or not
longer detectable after reapplying ectoine in a timespan of up to 20 min in oocytes or
HEK293 cells. Our observations give evidence that the ectoine binding protein EhuB
is capable to gate the channel pore of GluR0, leading to an ectoine dependent
current with maximum currents comparable to GluR0. These findings imply that our
chimeric receptor maintained its tetrameric assembly to form a functional ion channel
that could be gated by the LBD upon ligand binding. Further, our data suggest that
the formation of the inserted LBD dimerization interface is crucial to couple changes
within the LBD to channel gating.
Stabilization of the ectoine binding protein dimer interface
The insertion of a dimerization interface in GluR0EhuBInt was sufficient to activate the
receptor in the presence of ectoine. However, the modifications within the LBD in
GluR0EhuBInt resulted in a receptor with an impaired reactivation. We excluded the
possibility that the ligand gets entrapped inside the binding domain after binding and
cannot be washed out, caused by the introduced molecular changes in the ectoinebinding domain, since we did not observe a change in the leak current after receptor
activation. Although the cα-backbones of the GluR0 LBD and EhuB are highly
congruent, there are some minor structural differences in the exchanged amino acid
positions, especially at C113A (1.9 Å), D242K (1.6 Å), A249L (1.6 Å) and E226Y (1.7
Å). It is likely that side chains of some substituted amino acids are not capable to
form intermolecular interactions, weakening the dimerization interface. Therefore, we
assumed that the dimerization interface gets disrupted to an extent incapable to
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reorganize after the first activation that traps the receptor in a closed, non-activable
state. To test this hypothesis, we decided to strengthen the LBD dimerization
interface by covalently coupling the D1-D1 subdomains by introducing a disulfide
bond at position P119C and L376C (called GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C). This position
(Fig. 3a) is functionally conserved in all AMPA- and Kainate-receptors and, if
substituted with Cys or Tyr, prevents receptor desensitization by stabilizing the LBD
dimers (L. Chen, K. Dürr, 2014; Sun et al., 2002; Weston et al., 2006). Application of
ectoine (Fig. 3b, c) in GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C expressing HEK293 cells induced a
concentration-dependent activation with a maximum current response of 65.1 ± 10.7
pA and an EC50 value of 14.1 ± 7.3 nM (mean ± SEM, n = 4). GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C
evoked currents resembled some characteristics of GluR0, such as slow receptor
activation, a high efficient dose-dependent activation, as well as a decreased
desensitization upon prolonged applications (3 s) of ectoine, which is in agreement
with previous studies on other members of the iGluR family (L. Chen, K. Dürr, 2014;
Sun et al., 2002; Weston et al., 2006). Thus, by stabilizing the dimerization interface,
we were able to retain receptor activity over multiple ectoine reapplications. Together,
our results demonstrate the functional capability of the bacterial ectoine binding
protein EhuB to gate the channel pore of GluR0 by specific changes in the amino
acid sequence of the EhuB-binding domain, resulting in ligand and concentration
dependent receptor currents.
Discussion
Although it has long been proposed that the LBDs of iGluRs are derived from
bacterial SBPs (Felder et al., 1999), the evolutionary and functional compatibility of
SBPs as an ancient module for ligand recognition in iGluRs has not yet been
investigated. In this study, we characterized the basic molecular requirements to
functionally couple a SBP to the channel pore of an iGluR, substantiating the
functional compatibility and evolutionary kinship between both protein families. Our
results indicate (i) a conserved ligand binding mechanism between SBPs and iGluR
LBDs, (ii) that the formation of a LBD dimerization interface is a key step in iGluR
evolution to couple ligand binding to channel gating and (iii) that iGluRs probably
evolved by the fusion of class F amino acid binding proteins with potassium
channels.
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All iGluRs consist of at least two domains: the LBD and the ion channel-forming
TMD. The common molecular architecture is most likely the result of different protein
precursors, which fused during the evolution of iGluRs. It has been clearly shown that
potassium channels display several similarities in their overall structure, topology and
sequence with the pore domains of iGluRs (Chen et al., 1999; Kuner et al., 2003;
Wood et al., 1995) and share a common gating mechanism (Schönrock et al., 2019),
underscoring a common origin. Felder and colleagues first proposed over 20 years
ago (Felder et al., 1999) that SBPs represent a blueprint of modern iGluR LBDs by
sharing a common ligand binding mechanism. However, due to their high functional
diversity and low sequence identity, it is insufficient to draw conclusions about a
common origin of both protein domains. By coupling the ectoine binding protein EhuB
to the channel pore of GluR0 in a semi-rational approach we emphasize a common
origin and ligand binding mechanism of SBPs and iGluRs. In iGluRs, ligand binding
can induce either a partial closure of the clamshell shaped LBD, as found in preactive states, or a full closure that is associated with the active state. The extent of
receptor activation depends on both the capability to induce a full LBD closure and
the fraction of time the LBD occupies this fully closed conformation. In contrast,
incomplete domain closure results in unproductive conformations and a decreased
activity, as seen for partial agonists (Ahmed et al., 2011; Lau and Roux, 2011;
Maltsev et al., 2008; Salazar et al., 2017; Twomey and Sobolevsky, 2018; Zhang et
al., 2008). Interestingly, even SBPs sample a wide range of conformations of partialclosed structures, that are actively involved in substrate transport, as well as nontransported ligands adopting a distinct conformation to those that are actively
transported (Boer et al., 2019; Gouridis et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2007). It is therefore
evident that both the GluR0 LBD and EhuB must adopt a similar fully closured
conformation in the presence of the TMD, to open the GluR0 channel pore.
Furthermore, the functionality of our chimeric receptors suggests that the general
mechanism of ligand binding and domain closure must be similar in EhuB and GluR0,
exhibiting a comparable amount of free energy to stabilize the ligand and a similar
probability to occupy the fully closed conformation. These findings highlight the
general modular architecture of iGluRs and support the common hypothesis that the
LBD originates from a bacterial SBP. It further suggests that the underlying
mechanism of full- and partial agonism, as well as competitive inhibition in iGluRs,
could be traced back to its bacterial precursors.
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Further, our data sheds light on the minimum molecular requirements to obtain
receptor function after a potential fusion event and govern the physiological
properties of modern iGluR LBDs. The formation and maintenance of the back-toback dimer arrangement by the D1-D1 interface is crucial for iGluR gating. During
activation, the interface is responsible to adhere two adjacent LBDs. This allows the
D2 lobes within the LBD dimers to separate from each other to transfer the
conformational change via the linkers to the ion channel (Armstrong et al., 2006; Dürr
et al., 2014; Sobolevsky et al., 2009a). In contrast, the same force that creates strain
on the connecting linker upon ligand binding can lead to a partial or full rupture of the
dimerization interface, known as desensitization. The rupture of the LBD dimerization
interface results in a reorientation of the LBD dimer, allowing the D2 lobes to adopt a
closed state-like conformation that disconnects the closed LBD conformation from
channel activation (Meyerson et al., 2014; Plested, 2016; Schauder et al., 2013; Sun
et al., 2002). Our data suggest that the bare fusion of a SBP to an ion channel pore is
insufficient to form a functional receptor. We suppose that the TMD of the
GluR0EhuB receptor assembles as a tetramer, since it is displayed at the plasma
membrane, forming a putative functional channel pore. Since it has not been
reported that EhuB assembles as dimers or oligomers in solution (Hanekop et al.,
2007) and in the absence of any evolutionary pressure, it is unlikely that functional
interactions are formed within the LBD layer of the GluR0EhuB receptor, holding the
dimers in a fixed position during receptor gating. Therefore, we assume that ligand
binding to the EhuB binding domain is decoupled from channel gating, since the
force generated by clamshell closure cannot be used to separate the D2 lobes and
transferred by the linkers. This is consistent with previous studies, showing that a
complete rupture of the D1 dimerization interface by covalently connecting the D2
lobes, leads to a decoupling of agonist binding from ion channel gating (Armstrong et
al., 2006). Remarkably, the change of a few amino acids within the putative LBD
dimerization interface is sufficient to gain basic receptor activity, as seen in
GluR0EhuBInt. However, the GluR0 LBD and EhuB protein are not completely
homologues in their spatial structure. It is most likely that the inserted artificial
dimerization interface is too weak to prevent a full rupture of the interface upon ligand
binding that locks the receptor in a non-active conformation where ligand binding is
disengaged from channel gating. This is in agreement that even minor perturbations
of the dimerization interface by single point mutations enhance desensitization and
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can lead to a delayed receptor recovery (Fleck et al., 2003; Horning and Mayer,
2004; Partin et al., 1996; Sun et al., 2002). By covalently stabilizing the LBD
dimerization interface in GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C, we demonstrated that the impaired
activation mechanism can be overcome and resulted in a receptor chimaera that is
capable to undergo a full gating cycle from activation to deactivation and recovery.
Moreover,

the

activation

and

deactivation

kinetics

observed

in

GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C resemble the slow activation of GluR0 and the constitutive
activity upon a prolonged ligand application observed in LBD stabilized AMPA- and
kainite receptors. In conclusion, these findings reveal the dimerization interface as
the key element in the molecular evolution of iGluRs that is crucial to couple the
clamshell closure of the binding domain to ion channel gating. The requirement of
only minor adaptions to form a LBD dimerization interface to obtain a functional iGluR
archetype is presumably an advantage in the functional evolution and physiological
adaptation of iGluRs to fulfill different tasks among bacteria, plants, amoebas and
metazoans.
The structural distance tree only provides limited information about the direct
phylogenetic relationship of proteins, since it is only based on structural derivations
and not on sequence comparisons. However, structural derivations are a result of
changes in their protein sequence. We therefore can make some assumptions about
the evolutionary origin of iGluR LBDs. It should be emphasized that the closest
structural related SBPs in cluster F all bind amino acids or amino acid derivatives.
This finding is less surprising since GluR0 as well as AvGluR1, two putative links
between the evolution of modern metazoan iGluRs from SBPs and potassium
channels, are activated by several polar amino acids (Chen et al., 1999; Janovjak et
al., 2011). Furthermore, the LBD of AMPA receptors and GluR0 share a weak amino
acid sequence homology with the glutamine binding protein from Escherichia coli
(Chen et al., 1999). For that reason, it is most likely that the ancient SBP precursor
belongs to class F SBPs. It is notable that all identified class F amino acid and amino
acid derivate SBPs display a relatively short C-terminus compared to all non-amino
acid binding proteins found in the more distant classes D and E. These extended Ctermini often pack to the D1 lobe, masking the same helices that mediate LBD
dimerization in iGluRs. Presumably, it was advantageous in the evolution of iGluRs,
that the putative LBD dimer interface was freely accessible in amino acid binding
proteins that facilitated a rapid functional adaption of dimer-dimer interactions without
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extensive changes in the protein structure. Moreover, the short C-termini of amino
acid binding proteins possibly served as a putative S2-M4 linker to couple the
additional M4 helix in later evolutionary iGluR stages.
In summary, by functionally coupling the ectoine binding protein EhuB to the GluR0
channel pore we substantiate the compatibility between both protein families and
shedding light on the functional and molecular evolution of iGluRs from bacterial
SBPs and potassium channels. Our results may help in the mechanistic
understanding of ligand recognition in both protein families and drug design. Finally,
our approach, combined with the diversity of recognized ligands and the structural
adaptability of SBPs could be used as a versatile tool in the design of biosensor with
a high specificity and efficiency.
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Materials and Methods
Identification of homologous SBP and structural distance tree
For structure identification and building a structural distance tree, we used the
previously described method from Scheepers et al., 2016 with some modifications.
To identify SBPs that are structurally homologous to the LBD of GluR0, we used the
ligand-bound LBD conformation (1ii5) as a search template against the Molecular
Modeling Database (MMDB) using the Vector Alignment Search Tool (VAST+)
(Madej et al., 2014). The resulting 354 PDB codes were matched against the UniProt
IDs to filter out multiple structures of the same protein. Additionally, unliganded
structures, enzymes and gene regulators were filtered out by manual inspection. This
search resulted in about 94 SBP- and iGluR LBD-structures similar to the GluR0 LBD
(Supplementary Table S1). The remaining structures were pairwise aligned using the
PDBeFold server (Krissinel and Henrick, 2004). To build the structural distance tree,
the RMSD values obtained from PBDeFold were loaded into the KITSCH program of
the PHYLIPS package with default parameters (Felsenstein, 2004). Protein clusters
were verified by visual inspection using UCFS Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004)
according to Berntsson et al., 2010 and the structural distance tree was visualized
using iTOL (https://itol.embl.de/). For the determining the C-termini lengths of amino
acid and non-amino acid SBP, structures were pairwise aligned to the GluR0 LBD
(1ii5) and inspected using UCSF Chimera. The relative C-terminus was specified
relative to position Ser366 in the GluR0 LBD. Statistical significance was determined
at the p ≤ 0.05 (*), p ≤ 0.01 (**), p ≤ 0.001 (***) and p ≤ 0.01 (****), levels using a
Student’s two-tailed, unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction. Equality of variances
was tested using a F-test.
Protein engineering
In this study, we used the sequences from GluR0 (UniProt ID P73797) and EhuB
(UniProt ID Q92WC8). Signal peptide cleavage site was predicted using SignalP v.
4.1 (Nielsen et al., 1997). The intrinsic GluR0 (residues 1-19) or EhuB signal peptides
(residues

1

–

27)

were

replaced

by

the

GluR6

signal

peptide

(MRIICRQIVLLFSGFWGLAMG), followed by a c-myc tag (EQKLISEED) and a short
linker (SGTPT). For GluR0EhuB, EhuB D1 domain (residues 28 – 132) was fused to
the N-terminal and the D2 domain (residues 135 – 283) to the C-terminal end of the
GluR0 TMD, including the linker (residues 139 – 255). For GluR0EhuBInt, the
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positions M81V, C86A, K208E, E211N, R214Q, D215K, A222L, K223N and E226Y
were substituted and residues 266 – 283 were deleted (positions corresponding to
the original EhuB protein). For receptor expression in eukaryotic expression systems,
the sequences of all constructs were codon-optimized for Xenopus laevis. GluR0,
GluR0EhuB and GluR0EhuBInt DNA strings were synthesized (GeneArt, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Regensburg, Germany) and subsequently cloned into the vector
pCDNA3.1(+)

via

included

GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C,

NheI

and

the

XhoI

primers

restriction
P119C

(ATTGTTTGTCAAGTGTGAGAGAGCCGCT)

and

sites.

For

forward
reverse

(AGCGGCTCTCTCACACTTGAC
AAACAAT),

as

well

as

(TGATGTTGAACTCTGTAATCTGAAATACTCCG)
(CGGAGTATTTCAGATTACAGAGTTCAACATCA)

were

L376C

forward

and

reverse

used

for

mutagenesis

polymerase chain reaction (PCR). PCR reaction parameters were as follows: initial
denaturation at 95 °C for 60 s; 30 cycles at 95 °C and 30 s, 56 °C for 15 s and 72 °C
for 150 s; and one cycle at 72 °C for 180 s. All constructs were confirmed by
sequencing (Seqlab, Göttingen, Germany).
Sequences
GluR0EhuB:
MRIICRQIVLLFSGFWGLAMGEQKLISEEDLSGTPTDENKLEELKEQGFARIAIANEP
PFTAVGADGKVSGAAPDVAREIFKRLGVADVVASISEYGAMIPGLQAGRHDAITAGL
FMKPERCAAVAYSQPILCDAEAFALKGKPVSLWERFSPFFGIAALSSAGVLTLLLFLV
GNLIWLAEHRKNPEQFSPHYPEGVQNGMWFALVTLTTVGYGDRSPRTKLGQLVAG
VWMLVALLSFSSITAGLASAFSTALSEASNPLGLKSYKDIADNPDAKIGAPGGGTEE
KLALEAGVPRDRVIVVPDGQSGLKMLQDGRIDVYSLPVLSINDLVSKANDPNVEVLA
PVEGAPVYCDGAAFRKGDEALRDAFDVELAKLKESGEFAKIIEPYGFSAKAAMSTTR
EKLCAAK
GluR0EhuBInt
MRIICRQIVLLFSGFWGLAMGEQKLISEEDLSGTPTDENKLEELKEQGFARIAIANEP
PFTAVGADGKVSGAAPDVAREIFKRLGVADVVASISEYGAMIPGLQAGRHDAITAGL
FVKPERAAAVAYSQPILCDAEAFALKGKPVSLWERFSPFFGIAALSSAGVLTLLLFLV
GNLIWLAEHRKNPEQFSPHYPEGVQNGMWFALVTLTTVGYGDRSPRTKLGQLVAG
VWMLVALLSFSSITAGLASAFSTALSEASNPLGLKSYKDIADNPDAKIGAPGGGTEE
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KLALEAGVPRDRVIVVPDGQSGLKMLQDGRIDVYSLPVLSINDLVSKANDPNVEVLA
PVEGAPVYCDGAAFREGDNALQKAFDVELLNLKYSGEFAKIIEPYG
Heterologous expression in X. laevis oocytes
Constructs were expressed in X. laevis oocytes as described previously (Schönrock
et al., 2019). In brief, all constructs in pCDNA3.1(+) were linearized with NotI and
cRNA was synthesized using the AmpliCap-Max™ T7 High Yield Message Maker Kit
(Cellscript, Madison, WI, USA). Surgically obtained oocytes from female X. laevis
were enzymatically separated and defoliculated using 0.8 mg collagenase in ringer
solution (96mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1mM CaCl2, 1mM MgCl2, 5mM HEPES; pH 7.4) for
12 h and reaction was stopped with Ca2+-free ringer solution. 50 ng of capped and
polyadenylated RNA with 50 nl water was microinjected in defoliculated stage IV – V
oocytes and incubated 3 – 7 days in ND-96 solution (96 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1 mM
MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES, 50-mg ml-1 gentamycin; pH 7.5) at 18 °C. Related oocyte
experiments (for example total and surface expression) were performed with the
same oocyte batches on the same day.
Heterologous expression in HEK293 cells
HEK293 cells were cultured in minimum essential medium (MEM) supplemented with
10 % (v/v) FCS, 2 mM L-glutamine and streptomycin (100 μg/ml). Before
transfection, 5x105 cells were reseeded into T25 flask and transfected using
TurboFect (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and 4 µg plasmid DNA per
flask of the respective construct in pCDNA3.1(+) and pEGFP-N1 as a transfection
control with a ratio of 4:1. After transfection, cells were incubated for 48-72 h at 37 °C
and 5% CO2.
Surface biotinylation
For surface biotinylation, 20 oocytes per construct were injected as described above
and incubated for 3 days in ND-96 solution at 18 °C. Oocytes were washed three
times with PBS (100 mM phosphate buffer, 150 mM NaCl; pH 7.2) and surface
proteins were biotinylated using 0.5 mg/ml Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) in PBS for 40 min at room temperature. Reaction was stopped with 50 mM
Tris/HCl; pH 8.0. Oocytes were mechanically homogenized and membrane proteins
were extracted using DDM (100 mM phosphate buffer, 150 mM NaCl 0.5 % ndodecyl-β-D-maltoside, SIGMAFAST Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA); pH 8.0) for 15 min at 4°C. Biotinylated membrane proteins were
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purified using Streptavidin High Performance Spintrap columns (GE Healthcare,
Chicago, IL, USA).
Western blotting
For total protein expression, 10 oocytes per construct were injected and incubated for
3 days. Oocytes were washed with 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0 and
mechanically homogenized. Membrane proteins were solubilized with 25 µl lysis
buffer (0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer pH 8.0, 0.5 % DDM, 0.01% pefa block) for 10
min at 4 °C and subsequently centrifuged with 1000 x g at 4°C. HEK293 cells were
transfected by electroporation as described above and incubated 48 h. Cells were
scraped, lysed with 200 µl lysis buffer and subsequently centrifuged 20 min with
16000 xg at 4°C. For SDS-PAGE and western blot, total and surface labeled proteins
were separated using a 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad,
Feldkirchen, Germany). The membrane was blocked for 1 h in PBS-T supplemented
with 5% skim milk and afterward incubated with 1:600 primary c-Myc-tag Polyclonal
antibody (sc-789, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA) in PBS-T containing
1% skim milk over night at 4 °C. After washing with PBS-T, the secondary goat antirabbit IgG-HRP (1:10000) (sc-2054, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was incubated in
TBS-T containing 1% skim milk for 1 h at room temperature. The membrane was
washed three times in TBS-T and the signal was visualized using Pierce Western
Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and detected with a CCD camera.
Electrophysiological recordings of X. laevis oocytes using two-electrode voltage
clamp
3-7 days after injection, whole-cell currents were recorded by two-electrode voltageclamp at -80 mV using microelectrodes filled with 3M KCl (resistance 0.8–2.5 MΩ).
Data were sampled at 5 kHz after low-pass filtering at 200 Hz using an Axoclamp
900A amplifier connected to a Digidata 1550A digitizer and recorded with Clampex
10.7 (Molecular Devices, San Jose, USA). Oocytes were placed in a perfusion
chamber and rinsed with high potassium Ringer’s solution (100 mM KCl, 1 mM
CaCl2, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 with KOH). Ectoine (10 µM to 0.1 nM) or L-glutamate (1
mM to 1 µM) was applied to the oocytes in external solution. For dose-response
analysis,

normalized

concentration

and

current
fitted

responses
with

were

plotted

against

a

sigmoidal

Hill

the

agonist
equation
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! ⁄!"#$ = 100 × + , + ./01 , in GraphPad Prism 9 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla,
USA) where I/Imax is the normalized current, x the concentration, h the Hill coefficient
and EC50 the agonist concentration resulting in a half-maximal response. Data and
graphs presented in mean ± SEM.
Electrophysiological recordings using Port-a-patch
Electrophysiological recordings in HEK293 cells were performed using the Port-aPatch system (Nanion Technologies, München, Germany). Adherent HEK293 cells
were harvested 48-72 h after transfection using 1% accutase solution. The reaction
was stopped with MEM and the cell suspension was centrifuged at 100 xg for 3 min.
Cells were resuspended in extracellular solution (140 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 2 mM
CaCl2, 5 mM D-glucose, 10 mM HEPES; pH 7.4; osmolarity 298 mOsmol) with a final
concentration of 2x106 - 3x106 cells/ml. Measurements were performed using a Porta-Patch system with external perfusion system (Nanion Technologies) and NPC-1
chips (3-5 MΩ) according to the manufacturers instructions, connected to an EPC10
amplifier (HEKA, Ludwigshafen, Germany), PatchControl (Nanion Technologies) and
Patchmaster software (HEKA). External solution and internal solution (50 mM KCl, 10
mM NaCl, 60 mM KF, 20 mM EGTA, 1 mM ATP, 10 mM HEPES; pH 7.2; osmolarity
285 mOsmol) were used for experiments and seal enhancer (80 mM NaCl, 3 mM
KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 35 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES; pH 7.4; osmolarity 298 mOsmol)
was used for sealing cells. For recording receptor currents, cells were clamped at -60
mV and continuously perfused with external solution during recording. Ectoine
dilution series (10 µM – 0.1 nM) was dissolved in external solution. Agonist was
applied for 3 s, followed by 10 s of wash. Dose-response analysis was performed as
described above. Data and graphs presented in mean ± SEM.
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Figure 1: Structural relationship between iGluRs and SBP. a Modular organization of SBP, K+-channels and
prokaryotic and eukaryotic iGluR (left) and tetrameric organization of metazoan iGluRs (right) including the
amino-terminal domain (ATD), the ligand binding domain (LBD) with the dimerization interface (red star) and
the transmembrane domain (TMD). b Structural distance tree of iGluR LBDs and SBPs structural homologous to
the GluR0 LBD (1ii5). Clusters were categorized following the nomenclature of Berntsson et al. (Berntsson et
al., 2010). The structural distance tree is subdivided into the following clusters: cluster F: two hinged SBPs
including all iGluR LBDs (orange; GluR0:1ii5, AvGluR1:4io3, GluR5:2f36, GluR4:3epe, GluR2:5fth ) and the
ectoine binding protein EhuB (2q88), cluster E: SBDs from TRAP-transports cluster D: short hinged SBPs. c
Comparison of the C-terminus lengths between amino acid (aa) or aa derivate SBPs and non-amino acid SBPs
relatively measured to position Ser366 in the GluR0 LBD (p < 0.0001, Student’s two-tailed, unpaired t-test with
Welch’s correction). d Structural superposition between the ligand-bound, closed conformations of the GluR0
LBD (purple, 1ii5) and the ectoine binding protein EhuB (green, 2q88).
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Figure 2: Design and expression of the chimeric GluR0EhuB and GluR0EhuBInt receptors. a Local RMSD of
cα-atoms between the GluR0 LBD and EhuB (left) and structural overview (right) of the exchanged amino acid
positions within the EhuB LBD in GluR0EhuB and GluR0EhuBInt. The connection points to the LBD-TMD
linkers (orange) and amino acid positions that are responsible for LBD dimerization in GluR0 and are exchanged
in GluR0EhuBInt (red) are highlighted. b Structural sequence alignment of EhuB and the GluR0 LBD, including
the linker positions (orange a,b), the substituted amino acid positions of the dimerization interface (red 1-9) and
the deleted helices 10-12 (dark red) in GluR0EhuBInt. c Western blot of total and surface expression of
GluR0EhuB (left) and GluR0EhuBInt (right) with a calculated molecular weight of 40 kDa and 38 kDa,
respectively. Proteins were detected using a c-Myc tag located at the N-terminus after the signal peptide. d
Representative traces of whole-cell currents of GluR0EhuBInt in Xenopus oocytes (left) and HEK293 cells (right)
in response to 10 µM ectoine. Arrow is indicating the reduced receptor response to a second application of
ectoine after 3 min or 10 s wash out.
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Figure 3: Stabilization of the LBD dimerization interface in GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C by disulfide bonds. a
Sequence alignment of helices D and J of AMPA- and Kainate receptors that are involved in LBD dimerization
interface formation. Previously published amino acid positions substituted with Cys or Tyr to covalently couple
the D1 domain of each LBD-dimer in AMPA- and kainate recepors are highlighted with asterisks. b
GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C responses to 3 s applications of 1 nM to 10 µM ectoine recorded from a single HEK293
cell. c Dose-response analysis of GluR0EhuBInt,P119C,L376C revealed an EC50 value of 14.1 ± 7.3 nM (mean ± SEM,
n = 4).
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Supplementary Table S1. Overview of GluR0 (1ii5) structure homologoussubstrate‐binding proteins identified in
the Molecular Modeling Database (MMDB) using the Vector Alignment Search Tool (VAST+) and used fort he
structural distance tree.
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F

4LAT

Q97Q31

Streptococcus pneumoniae

Phosphate

1.88

F

3HV1

Q5M4P7

Streptococcus thermophilus

Polar amino acids

1.9

F

2X26

P75853

Escherichia coli

Sulphonate

1.75

F

2REG

Q92N37

Rhizobium meliloti

Choline

1.9

F

4GOT

O32167

Bacillus subtilis

Methionine

1.95

F

3TMG

O51169

Borreliella burgdorferi

1.9

F

3IX1

Q9K9G5

Bacillus halodurans

compatible solute Glycine
Betaine
N-formyl-4-amino-5aminomethyl-2methylpyrimidine
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ABSTRACT: Combining the stability of solid-state nanopores with the unique
sensing properties of biological components in a miniaturized electrical hybrid
nanopore device is a challenging approach to advance the sensitivity and selectivity
of small-molecule detection in healthcare and environment analytics. Here, we
demonstrate a simple method to design an electrical hybrid nanosensor comprising
a bacterial binding protein tethered to a solid-state nanopore allowing high-aﬃnity
detection of phosphonates. The diverse family of bacterial substrate-binding
proteins (SBPs) binds speciﬁcally and eﬃciently to various substances and has
been implicated as an ideal biorecognition element for analyte detection in the
design of hybrid bionanosensors. Here, we demonstrate that the coupling of the
puriﬁed phosphonate binding protein PhnD via primary amines to the reactive
NHS groups of P(DMAA-co-NMAS) polymers inside a single track-etched
nanopore in poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) foils results in ligand-speciﬁc and
concentration-dependent changes in the nanopore current. Application of the phosphonate 2-aminoethylphosphonate (2AEP)
or ethylphosphonate (EP) induces a large conformational rearrangement in PnhD around the hinge in a venus ﬂytrap
mechanism resulting in a concentration depended on increase of the single pore current with binding aﬃnities of 27 and 373
nM, respectively. Thus, the speciﬁcity and stability of this simple hybrid sensor concept combine the advantages of both, the
diversity of ligand-speciﬁc substrate-binding proteins and solid-state nanopores encouraging further options to produce robust
devices amenable to medical or environmental high-throughput-based applications in nanotechnology.
KEYWORDS: PhnD, periplasmic binding proteins, substrate-binding proteins, protein immobilization, analyte sensing, phosphonates,
solid-state nanopores

I

Due to a wide range of recognized ligands and a conserved
binding mechanism, bacterial substrate-binding proteins
(SBPs) have been implicated as an ideal biorecognition
element and may function as an active component for analyte
recognition in the design of a new class of biosensors.15−20
SBPs are one of the largest prokaryotic protein families. They
evolved for the speciﬁc and eﬃcient binding and transport of
various substances across the cell membrane and further
mediate chemotactic responses.21 In general, they are thermal
stable proteins up to 90 °C,22,23 consisting of two globular
subdomains connected by a hinge region, forming a characteristic clamshell-like structure.24 Ligand binding takes place
between the interface of the two subdomains and induces a
large conformational rearrangement around the hinge in a
venus-ﬂytrap mechanism,25 which might result in a change of
the molecular surface area.26,27 This large conformational
change can be generally used to monitor diﬀerent cognate
ligands.15,28 Combining the advantages of solid-state nano-

n the last decade, miniaturized electrical biosensors are a
promising tool for analyzing and monitoring environmental
pollutants and diagnostically relevant substances in personalized healthcare. Major advances in this ﬁeld rely on synthetic
fabricated solid-state nanopores,1−3 modiﬁed β-barrel pores,4,5
modiﬁed ion channels,6,7 and more recently on DNA origami.8
In general, molecules can be analyzed by the change in ionic
current through a nanopore when they enter or interact with
the pore surface under an externally applied voltage. While
solid-state nanopores have some advantages over biological
nanopores, for instance, easy manufacturing and enhanced
physicochemical stability,9 they often lack the evolutionary
evolved sensitivity and selectivity of proteins and protein
domains. The combination of biologically active units with
solid-state nanopores is widely used for sensing of large
macromolecules, for instance, antibodies,10 protein toxins,11 or
whole proteins2,12,13 or for the catalytic oxidation of a target
analyte by immobilized enzymes.14 Nevertheless, the speciﬁc
detection and analysis of biologically relevant small molecules
remain a major challenge. Therefore, one key element is the
production and incorporation of a molecular detector to an
electrical sensing platform.
© 2019 American Chemical Society
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Healthcare). The column was washed with 6 CV buﬀer A
supplemented with 40 mM imidazole. Protein was eluted in 6 CV
buﬀer A supplemented with 250 mM imidazole, dialyzed overnight
against 50 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol and 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9,
subsequently frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C. Protein
expression and puriﬁcation were analyzed using a 12% sodium
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
stained with Roti Blue (Carl Roth). For western blot, separated
proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad). The
membrane was blocked for 1 h in TBS containing 0.05% (v/v)
Tween 20 (TBS-T) supplemented with 5% skim milk. After the
blockade, the membrane was incubated with 1:500 diluted primary
His-Tag Antibody (HIS.H8) (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc) in TBS-T
containing 1% skim milk overnight at 4 °C. The membrane was
washed three times for 10 min with TBS-T and incubated with the
appropriate secondary goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (sc-2054, Santa Cruz
Biotechnology) in TBS-T containing 1% skim milk for 1 h at room
temperature. The membrane was washed three times for 10 min in
TBS-T. Signal was visualized by adding Pierce Western Blotting
Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc) and detected with a CCD
camera.
Microscale Thermophoresis. For determining the binding
constants of PhnD by microscale thermophoresis, the buﬀer was
exchanged to buﬀer B (100 mM KCl, 0.5 mM CaCl2, and 10 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.4) using a Vivaspin 2000 (Sartorius). Protein
concentration was determined by Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc). Microscale thermophoresis (MST)
analysis was performed using a Nano Temper Monolith NT.115
instrument. Therefore, PhnD was diluted to a concentration of 200
nM in the appropriate buﬀer and was ﬂuorescence-labeled using the
Monolith NT His-Tag Labeling Kit RED-tris-NTA (Nano Temper
Technologies). Labeled PhnD (ﬁnal concentration 50 nM) was added
in a 1:1 ratio to a 1:2 EP or 2AEP dilution series with a ﬁnal EP
concentration of 100 μM down to 3 nM and loaded into standard
capillaries (Monolith NT.115 Capillaries). Thermophoresis was
measured at 21 °C for 15 s with 40% LED power and 40% infrared
laser power. Data were analyzed using the NT Analysis software
(Nanotemper). Binding aﬃnities were obtained by plotting the
normalized ﬂuorescence change against the 2AEP or EP concentration and ﬁt with a nonlinear regression with variable Hill slope in
GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software Inc.).
Fabrication of Single Solid-State Nanopores. Single solidstate nanopores were prepared using the track-etching technique.
Therefore, circular poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) foils with a
diameter of 30 mm and a thickness of 12 μm were irradiated with
single swift heavy Au ions of kinetic energy 5.9 MeV/nucleon at the
universal linear accelerator UNILAC (GSI Helmholtz Centre for
Heavy Ion Research, Darmstadt, Germany). For cylindrical shaped
channels, the protocol developed by Nguyen et al.39 was used. Prior to
etching, the heavy ion tracked membranes were irradiated with UV
light at 312 nm for 1 h. Next, the membranes were immersed in a
double-walled preheated beaker at 35 °C in 9 M NaOH solution for
25 min. After the membranes were removed from the etching
solution, they were rinsed several times with distilled water. Finally,
the membranes were extracted in millipore water overnight to remove
the residues of the etching process and air-dried. The pore diameters
were calculated from IV curves according to Cornelius et al.40 with the
formula for cylindrical nanopores.
Polymer Functionalization of Track-Etched Membranes.
The functionalization of the membranes was done in four consecutive
steps. In the ﬁrst step, the carboxyl groups on the surface of the
membrane were transformed into amine groups using the active ester
chemistry described on these systems by Papra et al.41 Next, the CTA
for the RAFT polymerization was coupled, which was introduced also
as its active ester species, according to Chen et al.42 In the third step,
the reactive copolymer was polymerized by a modiﬁed protocol of
Jiang et al.43 At last, the protein was coupled to the polymer. The
reaction scheme is schematically outlined in Figure 2a. Brieﬂy, the
track-etched membranes were placed into a beaker and immersed in a
freshly prepared solution of N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethyl-

pores serving as sensing platform with the high sensitivity and
selectivity of SBP as sensor elements may enable the robust
analysis of various small compounds.29
As an ideal candidate for a hybrid biosensor composed of a
functionally coupled SBP to a solid-state nanopore, we choose
the phosphonate binding protein PhnD, a member of class II
SBPs, for sensing phosphonates as a proof-of-principle
approach. Under phosphorous-limiting conditions, the SBP
PhnD is part of a ABC transporter-mediated phosphonate
uptake system in Escherichia coli and bind various compounds
such as 2-aminoethylphosphonate (2AEP), ethylphosphonate
(EP), phosphate, glyphosate, and the nerve agent degradation
products ethylmethylphosphonic acid (EMPA), isopropylmethylphosphonic acid (IMPA), and pinacolyl methylphosphonic acid (PMPA).30 Phosphonates are characterized by a
stable carbon to phosphorous bond and include various natural
and anthropogenic compounds. The most abundant natural
phosphonate 2AEP is found as a precursor in phosphonolipid,31 phosphonoglycan,32 and phosphonoprotein33 biosynthesis. Synthetic phosphonates are mostly used as chelating
agents in numerous industrial applications34 and further
include drugs like antibiotics35 and antivirals,36 the herbicide
glyphosate, insecticides,37 and degradation products of
chemical warfare agents such as sarin, soman, and VX.38
Despite the environmental and medical importance of
phosphonates no reliable analytical methods with detection
limits beneath the lower micromolar range are available.34
Here, we demonstrate that the coupling of the phosphonate
binding protein PhnD via P(DMAA-co-NMAS) polymers
inside a single track-etched nanopore result in high-aﬃnity
ligand-speciﬁc and concentration-dependent change in the
nanopore current. This highlights the use of PhnD, functionally immobilized inside solid-state nanopores, as a promising
electrical hybrid nanosensor for the speciﬁc detection of
phosphonates in particular and the potential application of
SBPs as an easily exchangeable recognition element for the
recognition of a wide range of analytes in diverse samples.

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PhnD Cloning. PhnD was constructed and cloned using Gibson
assembly. Therefore, pET28a(+) vector was linearized by standard
PCR using the following primers: GCTGTGATGATGATGATGATGG and TGGCTAGCATGACTGGTG. To remove the
maternal vector DNA, the ampliﬁed PCR product was digested
with DpnI and further puriﬁed by gel extraction using the QIAquick
Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s
instruction. For further protein puriﬁcation, an N-terminal 6×
histidine-tag followed by a short linker sequence (SEPRS) was
incorporated into the PhnD sequence (UniProt ID Q0T9T8).
Synthesized PhnD fragment (GeneArt Gene Synthesis, Invitrogen)
was cloned by Gibson assembly using the NEBuilder HiFi DNA
Assembly Cloning Kit (New England Biolabs) according to the
manufacturer’s instruction. Gibson assembly mixture was transformed
into E. coli Top10 by heat shock transformation. The identity of the
clone was conﬁrmed by sequencing.
Overexpression and Puriﬁcation of PhnD. PhnD containing
an N-terminal His6-tag was expressed in E. coli BL-21 DE3 in LB
medium at 37 °C and protein expression was induced with 1 mM
IPTG at OD600nm = 0.8. Three hours after IPTG induction, cells were
harvested by centrifugation at 6000g for 20 min at 4 °C, resuspended
in buﬀer A (40 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM
Imidazole), and lysed by soniﬁcation. Insoluble cell debris was
removed by centrifugation at 20 000g for 20 min at 4 °C. The
supernatant was loaded in a 1 mL Ni−NTA Superﬂow Cartridge
(Qiagen) equilibrated with buﬀer A, connected to an Ä kta pure (GE
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■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Heterologous Expression and Characterization of
PhnD. In this work, we used the SBP PhnD as a biological
recognition element, which binds various phosphonates with
high selectivity and sensitivity up to subnanomolar concentrations.44 In the absence of a ligand, PhnD remains in an open
conformation. Binding of a cognate ligand between the
interface of the two-lobed PhnD subdomains results in a
closure of the clamshell-like structure by rotating lobe 2 about
70° towards lobe 115,45,46 (Figure 1a), resulting in a decrease in

carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, 100 mM) and pentaﬂuorophenol
(PFP, 200 mM) in dry ethanol. The beaker was sealed and after 1 h at
room temperature, the solution was replaced by ethylenediamine
(EDA, 100 mM) in dry ethanol, sealed again, and left overnight.
Subsequently, the membranes were washed with ethanol to remove
any unbound species. The coupling of the CTA was done in the same
setup as described for the amination before. In brief, the membranes
were exposed to a solution of 4-cyano-4-(dithiobenzoyl)pentanoic
acid N-succinimidyl ester (CPDB-NHS, 100 mM) in dry DMF
overnight, after which they were washed with dry DMF and millipore
water, and dried at ambient condition. In a 50 mL Schlenk tube, a
PTFE sample holder, a stir bar, and one CTA coupled membrane
were degassed by three high vacuum pump/N2 reﬁll cycles. An
additional Schlenk ﬂask was used to separately prepare the
polymerization solution. In 144 mL dry 1,4-dioxane 40 mL
destabilized N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMAA), 3.36 g methacrylic
acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NMAS), 84 mg 4,4′-azobis(4cyanopentanoic acid) (AIBN), and 0.36 g 4-cyano-4-(dithiobenzoyl)pentanoic acid were dissolved and degassed by N2 (g) bubbling for 30
min. This solution was syringed into the Schlenk tube containing the
membrane, adding enough liquid to fully cover it. The ﬂask was
immersed in a preheated oil bath at 70 °C. After 6 h, the
polymerization was stopped by immersing the membrane into icecold 1,4-dioxane and precipitation of the free polymer in the 10-fold
volume of diethylether. The polymer was decanted oﬀ and dried in a
vacuum while the membrane was extracted overnight in 1,4-dioxane
and dried afterward. Both, the membrane and the free polymer were
stored in the fridge until coupling to the protein. Yield: 35%; Mn =
1000 g/mol; MWD = 1.31.
Conjugation of PhnD to P(DMAA-co-NMAS). For conjugation
of PhnD to free P(DMAA-co-NMAS), buﬀer was exchanged to buﬀer
C (100 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 8.0). FITC (2 mg) conjugated
5% P(DMAA-co-NMAS) in 100 μL buﬀer C was added to 100 μL
PhnD (2 mg/mL) and incubated at 18 or 30 °C for 24 h. Protein
conjugation was analyzed as described above.
Coupling of Proteins to P(DMAA-co-NMAS) Functionalized
Single Solid-State Nanopores. To functionally couple PhnD, BSA
or GFP, 2 mL of a 1 mg/mL protein solution in buﬀer C was dropped
to the prefunctionalized single solid-state nanopore and incubated at
18 °C for 24 h. To eliminate all non-reacted NHS groups, the reaction
was quenched by washing the foil with Tris-buﬀer (100 mM NaCl, 50
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4) and incubated for 2 h at 18 °C.
Microscopy. GFP functionalized multipores were examined using
a Leica TCS SP5 CLSM. Samples were excited at 488 nm and
emission was detected at 525 nm. For 3D rendering, 83 pictures per
stack with 0.13 μM steps in z-axis were analyzed using ImageJ.
Mass Spectrometry. All spectra were recorded on an Autoﬂex
speed TOF/TOF (Bruker Daltonik) using a DHAP matrix. Data were
analyzed using the mMass software.
Electrical Recordings and Data Analysis. Prior electrical
recordings of the prepared single nanopores, the foils were washed
with recording buﬀer B. The recording setup consisted of two
chambers with a volume of 500 μL each, where the foil was ﬁxed
between. Before measurement, foils were incubated with the
appropriate ligand in buﬀer B for 5 min. The current was recorded
by IV measurements between −100 and 100 mV and current for Kd
analysis was obtained at −80 mV using an eOne-VP ampliﬁer
(Elements) and Elements Data Reader 3 software. Data were sampled
at 5 kHz. Analysis and statistical tests were carried out using
GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software Inc.). Binding
aﬃnities were obtained by plotting the current amplitude against
2AEP or EP concentration and ﬁtted with nonlinear regression with
variable Hill slope in Prism. Values given represent means ± SEM.
Statistical signiﬁcance was determined at the p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01
(**), and p < 0.001 (***) levels using a one-way ANOVA and a
Dunnett post-hoc analysis.

Figure 1. Characteristics of phosphonate binding protein PhnD. (a)
Cartoon of PhnD displaying the open, ligand-free (green; PDB 3S4U)
and closed 2AEP-bound conformation (blue; PDB 3P7I). Ligand
(red) binding takes place between the interface of the two-lobed
subdomains and induces a large conformational change by rotating
the lower domain of the binding protein approximately 70° towards
the upper domain. (b) Coomassie gel (left) and western blot (right)
of Ni−NTA puriﬁed PhnD with a molar mass of 36 kDa. (c) MST
binding curves of 2AEP (n = 3) and EP (n = 4) dilution series
performed in 100 mM K+, 0.5 mM CaCl2, 10 mM Tris-HCl set at pH
7.4. PhnD shows Kd values of 145 ± 10 nM and 8.1 ± 3.7 μM in bulk
for 2AEP and EP, respectively. Error bars represent the standard error
from 3−4 independent experiments.

the accessible surface area of 7.7% from 14.3 × 103 to 13.2 ×
103 Å2. First, we examined whether our E. coli BL-21 (DE3)
expressed His6-PhnD generates a functional soluble phosphonate binding protein. SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis
after Ni−NTA column puriﬁcation revealed a single band of
∼35 kDa indicating successful puriﬁcation with high purity
(Figure 1b). Next, we determined the substrate-binding
thermodynamics of phosphonates in our puriﬁed PhnD by
microscale thermophoresis. Analysis of the dissociation
constants for 2AEP and EP revealed a Kd of 145 ± 10 nM
and 8.1 ± 3.7 μM with a Hill coeﬃcient of approximately 1
(Figure 1c). Although these Kd values are slightly higher
compared to previously described constants in sodium
buﬀer,44 our results demonstrate that our protein displays
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Figure 2. Coupling of PhnD to P(DMAA-co-NMAS). (a) Schematic description of the two-step anchoring of the chain transfer agent (CTA) prior
to the surface-initiated RAFT polymerization of P(DMAA-co-NMAS) on the inner pore surface. The CTA is needed to be immobilized, ensuring
that the surface-initiated polymer chains grow in a controlled manner. In addition, it serves as an anchor for the polymer chains. Due to the
controlled character of the polymerization, there is a more homogeneous distribution of the polymer on the pore surface. The polymer (green
lines) acts as a long and ﬂexible linker for the proteins (purple circles). They react covalently with their primary amines on the protein surface to
the reactive NHS group (orange dots) of P(DMAA-co-NMAS)-polymer. For further details of the surface polymerization refer to the experimental
section. (b) SDS-PAGE of P(DMAA-co-NMAS) conjugated (grey arrow) and nonconjugated (black arrow) PhnD. Nonconjugated PhnD has a
molecular weight of 36 kDa. Free P(DMAA-co-NMAS) is colored red (red arrow) and has an average mass of 1 kDa. (c) MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry of conjugated (red) and nonconjugated (black) PhnD. The main peak of PhnD is shifting from 36.2 to 37.04 kDa after conjugation.
Mass increment corresponding to the mass of free P(DMAA-co-NMAS).

the speciﬁc binding properties and aﬃnities of the wild-type
PhnD.
Coupling of P(DMAA-co-NMAS) to PhnD. In general,
our idea to functionalize a nanopore surface with proteins can
be described in two steps (Figure 2a). In brief, carboxyl groups
present at the surface of track-etched nanopore membranes are
converted into amine groups by a simple amidation reaction.47
In a subsequent step, a copolymer poly((N,N′-dimethylacrylamide)-co(methacrylic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester)),
P(DMAA-co-NMAS), was in situ prepared by a surfaceinitiated RAFT polymerization. The copolymer contains small
amounts of a reactive NHS group, where the composition of
the copolymer is controlled by adjusting an appropriate
monomer concentration of DMAA and NMAS monomer,
respectively. In the subsequent step, the respective proteins are
conjugated via primary amines to the reactive NHS groups to
the nanopore surface. To characterize the protein−polymer
conjugate within the pores, we analyzed the coupling eﬃcacy
by a reference measurement using a free copolymer, with an
average molar mass of Mn = 1000 Da and PhnD with a
molecular weight of 36 kDa, respectively. The resulting
conjugates were analyzed using SDS-PAGE and MALDITOF mass spectrometry (Figure 2b,c). A shift in molecular
weight about 1−3 kDa in SDS-PAGE analysis and 800 Da in
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer analysis of FITC-conjugated
P(DMAA-co-NMAS)-coupled PhnD compared to uncoupled
protein could be observed. Furthermore, an additional band
above 70 kDa could be seen in SDS-PAGE, caused by the

conjugation of at least two proteins per polymer strand. This is
possible because the polymer contains statistically more than
one NMAS group, and therefore a single macromolecule can
link to two adjacent proteins. This strongly indicates a
successful and eﬃcient NHS-conjugation of PhnD to
P(DMAA-co-NMAS) polymer.
Functional Coupling of PhnD to Solid-State Nanopores. To demonstrate the coupling-capability of proteins
inside a P(DMAA-co-NMAS)-functionalized solid-state nanopore, we, therefore, used the ﬂuorescent protein GFP with a
similar mass (28 kDa) as PhnD. Confocal microscopy images
show a deﬁned GFP-mediated ﬂuorescence signal at the pore
surface that can be detected nearly in its entire length (Figure
3a). Since only a faint GFP signal could be seen on the foil
surface, this may indicate that protein coupling is relieved
within the nanopore. However, whether this may be due to a
diﬀerential coupling eﬃciency or distribution pattern of
carboxy groups between the foil and pore surfaces has not
been investigated so far. In the next step, we covalently
attached PhnD with a short P(DMAA-co-NMAS)-polymer
linker to the surface of a single solid-state nanopore. The
nanopores were fabricated in a 12 μM PET foil with a tracketching method by irradiation of the foil with a single heavy
ion and subsequent etching in alkaline solution.48
For the 2AEP experiments, pores with a diameter of 148,
197, 220, and 340 nm, and for EP experiments, pores with a
diameter of 130 and 180 nm were used. The principle idea of
our hybrid sensor is that the large conformational protein
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Figure 3. Functional characterization of the single solid-state nanopore-based phosphonate sensor. (a) Confocal microscopy images of protein
immobilization at the pore surface by coupling GFP to a P(DMAA-co-NMAS)-functionalized nanopore. GFP signal is enriched inside the nanopore
(white arrow) and can be detected nearly at its entire length (stacked X-axis (right)). Foil surface is marked with a gray arrow. (b) IV curve of a
PhnD-functionalized nanopore without (mock) and with increasing 2AEP concentrations. For all electrical recordings, a solution with 100 mM
KCl, 0.5 mM CaCl2, and 10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.4 was used. For Kd values, data points were obtained at −80 mV (gray arrow). (c) Dose
dependency of the phosphonate sensor to increasing concentrations of 2AEP at −80 mV with a calculated Kd of 27 ± 17 nM. Error bars represent
the standard error of four independent nanopores. Inset shows an example measurement of currents without (mock) and with increasing 2AEP
concentrations. (d) Analysis of putative nonspeciﬁc adsorption eﬀects of 2AEP on nanopore currents. While PhnD-coupled nanopores display
concentration-dependent current changes (p < 0.05; one-way ANOVA test, n = 4), BSA functionalized nanopores show no eﬀect (p > 0.05; oneway ANOVA test; n = 3). (e) 2AEP dose−response curve of a PhnD-functionalized nanopore before and after denaturation (70 °C and 2% SDS
(w/v)).

surface, the polymer matrix and the protein surface. We,
therefore, coupled BSA instead of PhnD to functionalized
nanopores with similar pore diameters used in the 2AEP
experiments. Likewise PhnD, also BSA could be conjugated to
P(DMAA-co-NMAS) (not shown). No change in the current
amplitude could be observed after the addition of 2AEP,
indicating that there is no nonspeciﬁc adsorption of the ligand
to the pore surface or polymer matrix (Figure 3d). Additionally, to ensure that the phosphonate-induced current change is
caused by the speciﬁc binding and subsequent conformational
protein change, nanopores functionalized with PhnD were
thermally denatured in the presence of SDS. Denaturation
resulted in a drastic decrease of the signal amplitude (Figure
3e). Altogether, our results indicate that (i) proteins conﬁned
inside nanopores remain functional and (ii) the speciﬁc
binding of cognate ligands to conjugated PhnD induces a
speciﬁc change in the nanopore current.

transition of PhnD upon ligand binding inside the nanopore
can be monitored as an altered ionic current when a bias
voltage is applied. Therefore, in our experimental setup the
PET foil containing the functionalized nanopore was clamped
between two chambers, containing 100 mM KCl, 0.5 mM
CaCl2, and 10 mM Tris-HCl set at pH 7.4. Equimolar ratios of
increasing ligand concentrations were added to the cis and
trans side of the chamber and the Kd was determined at −80
mV upon analyzing IV curves (Figure 3b). The addition of
2AEP and EP lead to a concentration depended on increase of
the single pore current with an average maximal current change
of 3.3 ± 0.8 nA. Binding aﬃnities for 2AEP (27 ± 17 nM;
independent experiments from n = 4 diﬀerent nanopores)
(Figure 3c) and EP (827 and 125 nM; independent
experiments from n = 2 diﬀerent nanopores) were obtained
by ﬁtting the concentration-dependent current increase to a
Hill function with a coeﬃcient of around 0.5. Since PhnD
harbors only a single binding side,45 Hill coeﬃcients below 1
may indicate a mixed protein population with diﬀerent binding
aﬃnities inside the nanopore. In general, it has been shown
that polymer conjugation to proteins can aﬀect conformational
stability and kinetic properties.49,50 Since the conjugation of
P(DMAA-co-NMAS) to the putative 27 accessible primary
amines at the protein surface is probably more random, the
individual conjugation sites may diﬀerently aﬀect ligand
binding. Because of its polar nature and the tendency for
strong surface adsorption,51 we further analyzed nonspeciﬁc
binding and interactions between 2AEP and the nanopore
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CONCLUSIONS

Here, we demonstrate that PhnD immobilized inside a single
solid-state nanopore is capable of transducing and amplifying
speciﬁcally the binding of phosphonates into a proportionate
electrical signal. Interestingly, the polymer conjunction seems
not to alter the binding properties of PhnD, indicating that (i)
PhnD conﬁned inside nanopores remain biologically functional
and (ii) that the conformational stability and pharmacokinetic
are not diﬀerent inside the nanopore compared to bulk.
Common analytical assays for phosphonates are mainly based
DOI: 10.1021/acssensors.9b02097
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conclusion, the variety of myriad of ligands naturally
recognized by SBPs enables a broad range of application
areas for real-time detection of biologically relevant analytes
from biological or environmental samples upon incorporation
in solid-state nanopores.

on ion-chromatography in combination with the detection of
post-column reacted Fe(III)-complexes or with pulsed
amperometric detection for amine-containing phosphonates
and exhibit detection limits above 1 μM.34 The detection limit
of our constructed phosphonate hybrid sensor is by a factor of
102 to 103 for EP and 2AEP lower than classical analytical
methods, respectively. Due to the distinct binding selectivity
and aﬃnity of SBPs, it should be possible to distinguish
between diﬀerent ligands in solution and to estimate their
concentration by our hybrid nanosensor system. Following this
strategy, solid-state nanopores with coupled SBPs as a
molecular sensor domain might be integrated in miniaturized
low cost and portable electrical devices for real-time measurements with high selectivity and aﬃnity. Figure 4 illustrates the
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basic principle of such constructed SBP biosensors. The SBPs
are covalently attached with a short polymer linker P(DMAAco-NMAS) to the surface of a single solid-state nanopore
fabricated in a 12 μM PET foil. The NHS-conjugation to
abundantly found primary amines at the protein surface
enables a simple covalent immobilization of SBPs inside the
nanopore without excessive protein engineering. Thus, since
our approach uses highly soluble native proteins and does not
require elaborated genetic engineering and expensive equipment, this allows overexpression and harvesting of SBPs in
large quantities at low cost. Furthermore, compared to the use
of SBPs in sensing analytes via ﬂuorescence detection, surfacetethered ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based
detection, enzymatic detection, surface plasmon resonance,
quartz crystal microbalance analysis or potentiometry,
incorporation of SBPs in solid-state nanopores allows labelfree signal ampliﬁcation by measuring simple ionic currents
with the potential of high-throughput screening. The
conformational transition of the SBPs inside the nanopore
upon ligand binding can be monitored as an increased ionic
current when a bias voltage is applied. Remarkably, upon
application of 2AEP, we obtained in our PhnD-coupled solidstate nanopore a relatively large change in current amplitude
(up to several nA) compared to the change seen in a biological
pore coupled to a single SBP (few pA).15 This diﬀerence may
be attributed to (i) an accumulating eﬀect of the higher
amount of PhnD proteins coupled inside our nanopore and/or
(ii) the large conformational change of our PhnD SBP upon
binding. However, the current changes upon conformational
rearrangement are probably mediated by alterations in the
accessible surface area of the SBP although the net charge of
the surface area is only slightly altered by 6.41 × 10−19 C. In
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4. General Discussion and Conclusion
The functional coupling of a sensor domain with an electrical switch for the detection of
small molecules is a major challenge in nanopore based biosensor design1–3 for the
development of (portable) devices in medical diagnostics and environmental analysis.
Specialized proteins like SBPs or LGICs are predestined to function as such recognition
elements, since the high affinity and selective binding of ligands induces a large
conformational transition that evolved over billions of years4. Moreover, both protein
families are able to recognize a variety of different biologically relevant substances like heavy
metal ions, pharmaceuticals, neurotoxins (sarin, soman, VX), diagnostic markers (glucose,
glutamate) or explosives (TNT)4–7. In the scope of this work, we studied basic aspects of
ligand recognition and modulation in GlyRs and NMDARs to further exploit LGICs and
SBPs as sensing elements in electrical biosensors with new binding properties for medical
and environmental analysis (Fig. 7). Here, we show that i) partial and full agonists induce
different conformational transitions in GlyRs that affect apparent affinity and ii) the GluN3A
NTD constitutes a crucial role in the glycine-dependent autoinhibition in GluN1/GluN3
NMDARs. We further demonstrated the design of two new classes of biosensors by iii)
coupling the ectoine SBP EhuB to the channel pore of GluR0 and iv) by tethering the
phosphonate SBP PhnD inside artificial solid state nanopores. In addition, we v) provide
evidence for the crucial role of binding domain dimerization in the functional evolution of
iGluRs by the fusion of SBPs and potassium channels and vi) expanded the biophysical
toolset for the characterization of the structural impacts of ligand-binding in LGICs by
thermophoretic analysis of functional solubilized GlyRs in SMA-copolymer nanodiscs.
The direct usage or engineering of LGICs as sensor elements requires a deep mechanistic
understanding of ligand recognition and modulation in different receptor subtypes. LGICs
recognize a wide range of endogenous ligands, pharmaceuticals and toxins8–10, rendering
them as a natural occurring electrical screening system with high therapeutic potential.
Recent advances in functional and structural studies elucidated remarkable details in the
binding mechanism of SBPs and LGICs11. Nevertheless, these findings are only gradually
leading to exploitation of LGICs in biosensor design since core aspects in gating of several
receptor subtypes and their technical feasibility as biological sensor at the organismic and
synthetic level are poorly uderstood12–17. Our results provide a considerable contribution to
the mechanistic understanding of receptor gating in the PLGIC and iGluR family by
investigating (i) the structural impact and mechanism(s) of full and partial agonism in
glycine receptors in its native lipid environment and (ii) the modulatory role of the GluN3A
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Figure 7. Schematic overview and perspective to study and exploit the ligand induced
conformational change of bacterial substrate binding proteins (SBP) and receptor substrate binding
domains (SBD) as sensor elements for biological and artificial nanopores. 1 Thermophoretic analysis
of the GlyR a1 in SMA-copolymer nanodiscs showed that the full agonist glycine and the partial
agonists taurine induced two distinct conformational transitions. 2 Deleting the N-terminal domains
(NTDs) of GluN1/GluN3A receptors revealed that the GluN3A NTD has a major role in GluN1/GluN3A
receptor regulation by reducing the efficacy of glycine-depended receptor activation via agonistevoked auto-inhibition. 3 Design of artificial receptors with new binding properties by fusing the
bacterial SBP EhuB to the channel pore of GluR0. 4 Electrical sensing of phosphonates by coupling
the phosphonate SBP PhnD to a single solid-state nanopore. 5 Future perspective to use SBP
coupled ionotropic and metabotropic receptors to study and control neuronal transmission and
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signal cascading at the cellular and organismic level (left) and the utilization of modified receptors and
SBP functionalized solid-state nanopores for the development of sensor devices for medical and
environmental monitoring (right).

NTD in the glycine dependent GluN1/GluN3 NMDAR auto-inhibition. These functional and
structural insights into the mechanisms of activation and modulation in GlyRs and NMDARs
might help in the specific design and usage of LGICs as sensors in personal healthcare by
detecting therapeutically relevant neurotransmitters and pharmaceuticals, as for instance
anesthetics (propofol, ketamine)18,19 or neuroprotectants (memantine, ifenprodil)20,21.
Furthermore, it may help to enhance the specificity and affinity of these receptors and to
eliminate unwanted matrix effects, e.g., caused by the binding of positive and negative
(allosteric) modulators, in biological samples.
The demonstrated combination of detergent-free solubilization of functional active receptors
with thermophoretic measurements of conformational changes upon ligand binding expands
the toolbox of biophysical methods that could lead to novel perspectives in the functional
roles of LGICs in physiology and disease and may help in the development of new
therapeutics. Since the function of LGICs incorporated into small lipid nanodiscs is
preserved, it could be envisioned to couple receptor-SMALPs over reactive polymer side
chains22 directly into artificial nanopores that enables their potential usage as biosensors in
miniaturized devices. However, the incorporation of LGICs in nanopore systems and the
effect of nanodiscs on their ion conductance must remain an active field of research for years
to come.
Our results demonstrate that SBPs and LGICs provide an excellent starting point for the
development of new classes of electric biosensors. In this work, two proof-of-principle
concepts have been demonstrated to use SBPs and SBDs as a molecule detector when
connected to an electrical switch by (i) couple the ectoine binding protein EhuB to the
channel pore of GluR0 to design receptor-based biosensor with a high efficiency and (ii)
coupling the phosphonate binding protein PhnD directly into a solid-state nanopore that
combines the high affinity and selectivity of SBPs with the robustness of artificial nanopores.
The functional compatibility between SBPs and iGluRs highlight the modular design and
role of LBD dimerization in the functional evolution of iGluRs by the fusion of a SBP and an
ion channel. This type of artificial receptor with new binding properties enables the specific
and concentration dependent detection of ligands in down to a sub-nanomolar range and
can be applied in organismic or synthetic systems. This approach could allow the detection
of a wide range of compounds that are naturally recognized by type II SBPs23. In addition,
the unique activation mechanism of NMDARs that requires two ligands for activation might
be exploited to design two-component sensing systems by exchanging the LBDs of different
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NMDAR subtypes with two different SBPs. This would allow the measurement of integrated
signals where a current is only given in the presence or absence of a second analyte. In
contrast to iGluRs, the venus flytrap domains (VFD) of metabotropic glutamate receptors
(mGluRs), metabotropic GABA-B receptors and calcium-sensing G protein -coupled
receptors are structural homologous to type I SBPs24,25. Following this strategy, the
replacement of the VFD in these G protein-coupled receptor families could be envisioned.
This would expand the usage of SBPs coupled receptors to orthogonally control cellular
pathways and processes via G proteins26,27 as well as the variety of potential detectible
ligands.
Although the concept of coupling proteins into solid-state nanopores is not entirely new,
most approaches have been aimed to analyze the translocation of large macromolecules,
such as DNA or antibodies, through the stochastic sensing of the blocked current by single
molecules1–3,28,29. In other approaches binding proteins are electro osmotically captured into
biological nanopores for molecule detection15,16. However, these approaches rely on two
disadvantages: they either depend on a lipid bilayer and only allow the stable measurement
for a few minutes to hours3 or, as in case of solid-state nanopores, they lack the specificity of
biological units1,2. The approach demonstrated here, to couple the phosphonate binding
protein PhnD into a solid-state nanopore combines the stability of solid-state nanopores with
the unique sensing properties of SBPs to analyze small molecules. This hybrid sensor is
capable to detect ligand-specific and concentration-dependent changes of phosphonates in a
nanomolar range. Since the nanopores are fabricated in PET membranes, they have the
potential to be easily interfaced into electronic devices and may allow the fabrication of
portable, low-cost sensor systems and multiplex arrays2. As mentioned above, due to the
diversity of ligand-specific type I and type II SBPs that can be incorporated into solid-state
nanopores without major molecular adaptions, this approach has a high potential for the
development of robust miniaturized devices.
In conclusion, the ideas described here and the approach to use SBPs and LGICs as sensor
domains are an important step towards the specific detection of small molecules and expand
the application field of biological and solid-state nanopores. This possibly allows fast and
label-free measurements of medically and environmentally important analytes with a
proportional, specific and reversible electrical signal and a high signal-to-noise ratio. Beyond
that, our approaches enhance the repertoire of biophysical methods for basic and applied
science that may help to gain a better understanding of the functions of LGICs at the
molecular, synaptic and systemic level.
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III Abbreviations
2-AEP

2-aminoethylphosphonate

AA

amino acids

AMPA

2-Amino-3-(3-hydroxy-5-methyl-isoxazol-4-yl)propanoic acid

ATD

amino terminal domain

BSA

bovine serum albumin

CLR

cys-loop receptor

CLSM

confocal laser scanning microscope

CTD

C-terminal domain

DMAA

N,N-dimethylacrylamide

DNA

deoxyribonucleic acid

ECD

extracellular domain

EMPA

ethylmethylphosphonic acid

EP

ethylphosphonate

GFP

green fluorescent protein

GlyR

glycine receptor

HEK293

human embryonic kidney cell 293

HEPES

2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-1-yl]ethanesulfonic acid

ICD

intracellular domain

iGluR

ionotropic glutamate receptor

IMPA

isopropylmethylphosphonic acid

LBD

ligand binding domain

LGIC

ligand gated ion channel

MEM

minimum essential media

mGluR

metbotropic glutamate receptor

MST

microscale thermophoresis
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NMAS

N-hydroxysuccinimide ester

NMDA

(2R)-2-(Methylamino)butanedioic acid

NTD

N-terminal domain

PBG

phosphate buffered saline with gelatine

PBS

phosphate buffered saline

PDB

protein data bank

PET

polyethylene terephthalate

pLGIG

pentameric ligand-gated ion channel

PMPA

pinacolyl methylphosphonic acid

RMSD

root-mean-square deviation

SBD

substrate binding domain

SBP

substrate binding protein

SD

standard derivation

SDS-PAGE

sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

SEM

standard error of the mean

SMA

styrene-maleic acid

SMALP

styrene maleic acid lipid particle

TMD

transmembrane domain

TRAP transporter

tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic transporters

TTT

tripartite tricarboxylate transporters
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